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editor's notes

Wiring the 1960s the predominant theme in community college edu-
cation was quantitative growthdevelopment of new programs and
services and physical expansion of facilities to serve a rapidly expand-
ing student clientele. Two-year colleges gained credibility as coin,-
prehensife institutions capable of offering programs and services
where none had existed before. Resources were plentiful, and staff
were added in unprecedented, numbers to build new programs or
shore up existing ones. The size of the budget was not a critical issue
because unallocated funds were always available to support a new
program or to cover an unanticipated situation. As a 'result, commu-
nity college faculty and administrators came to believe that all emerg-
ing needs could be met by constantly expanding financial resources.

The view in 1978 is greatly altered. Federal and state agencies
and the public-at-large debate the question of overinvestment in
community college education, enrollment contraction: prospective
staff surpluses, budget reductiMis, students inadequately prepared for
work and further education, and declining rateseof institutional pro-
ductivity. Faculty and iadministrators debate the question of demo-
graphic change in the ktudent population, priorities in spending, and
investment and 'allocation strategies to obtain maximum mileage out
of limited resources. In a.1977 survey of community college presi-
dents conducted by Jack Gernhardt and Sau4cly Drake of the 'Ameri-
can Association of Community and Junior Colleges, almost half of the
responding executivl said that they were concerned about financing...

as an issue facing their institutions. Indeed, financial concerns, such as
the size of the budget and, whether it is a "growth" or a "no-growth"

budget, have now become a'major issuefone 'that threatens to over-
shadow, traditional concerns with the quality and comprehensiveness
of the educational program.

Both Of these perceptionsthat Of the 1960s and that of
1978involve concerns about the philoklphy and mission of the
community college. Should it attempt to become "all things to all
people,"'as in the growth years of the 1960s, or should it concentrate
on doing well things that it does best and avoid getting into areas not
central to its mission? Although there are no easy answers to this ques-

_
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tion, clearly' the two-year colleges must somehow reorder theii
priorities if they are to si*rvive the challenge of reduction.

"Reduction" is a process Whereby two-year colleges lose re-
sources from the income side of the budget, producing a conditionof
financial instability, Most often reduction is realized as a shortfall in
the operating budget caused by a number of factors working singly or
in combination:

1. The general condition of the economy and the sharp cut-
back in federal and state funds for higher education.

, 2. The decline in the traditional college-age population and
funding formulas that limit or prohibit support for nontraditional
students.

3. The trend toward government financing of higher. educa-
tion through students and the enrollment plateau's that result when
students enroll in other types of institutions because they think the
cost benefits of attendance are greater. _

4. The problems two-year colleges face in competing against
other public institutions for scarce resources be,ciuse.of organizational
constraints such as a weak or ineffective lobby, a transient student
population, alumni who are inaccessible or uninterested in. institu-
tional affairs, political contacts that are limited to the local community,
ad funding policies that tie, the college too stringently to local tax
support.

5._ The changing job market and the loss of public confidence
in higher education as an iron-clad guarantee of a job.

6. The impact of proprietary schools and four-year colleges
competing against community colleges for the same students.

7. Tb resistance of the general public to committing new or
unused resources to higher education.

8. The declining motivation of college-age youth for post-
secondary education because of the slackening job market and the
availability of career-training programs outside of higher education.

9. The effects of inflation, particularly rising energy costs, on
the operating budgets of two-year colleges.

10.. The movement toward collective bargaining by many two -
year collegeS' and the resulting inflexibility in institutional budgets
produced by fixed perseTnel costs..

Reduction clearly is a con-4311x issue. It is the expression of a
deep-felt need for moderation in expenditure of public funds and for
growth only when economic conditions dictate and when hard evi-

o
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dente is available that increas,ing sums laid out for public sen ices are
justified by reliable estimates of outcomes. Those w, ho make decisions
on two-year-college finances are demanding that institutions identify
and measure the outcome's or products or effects of education Land
compare the results with the costs. This demand is fundamental to the
concept of reduction because it mandates that two-year colleges plan
carefully the expenditure of resources and more effectively utilfie the
resources they liave available.

Facing a demand of this type,. institutions can respond in one of
two ways. They can act by organizing an aggressi%e public relation9
program and lobby ingior increased resources to maintain or increase
the number of programs and services (expansion), or they can react by
setting priorities for expenditures and by eliminating expenditures
that rank low on the priority list (contraction). The pursuit of growth
rewards creative oppOrtunism. It requires that administrators seize
the initiative with funding sources and show why their institutions de-
serve additional funding; and it must, of necessity; be predicated on
accurate information shOwing the costs and outcomes of programs.
Contraction, on the other hand, requires toughness and self-
discipline. The management of decline, or what in this issue is called
reduction, is a different and more exacting task than creative leader-
ship in a period of expansion. It demands different managerial skills
and a different approach to administration than two-year college ad-
ministrators have used in the past.

In the articles that follow, nine knowledgeable contributors
examine the issue of reduction in a period 'of decelerating growth,
each from a unique perspective. The first three essays by Martorana,
McGuire, and Henderson concentrate on the shifting patterns of
community college finance and the responses of states and public sys-
tems to such changes. S. SI Martorana describes how public two-year
institutions have become increasingly dependent on state and federal
agencies for financial supporta condition that results in increasing
state and federal control over institutional policies, programs, and en-
rollments. W. Gary McGuire examines the patterns of state support
for public two-year colleges in thirty-nine states. Although only a few
states in his study actually declined in appropriations to community
colleges, with a majority reporting a condition of "stabilized" funding,
he concludes that "the 'stabilized' condition is not far removed from
the 'declining resources' condition." Finally, Lee G. Henderson de-
scribes the burgeoning role of state agencies in a period of declining

ix



resources. The state agency, in his view, must create a climate for
community colleges to respond effectively and appropriately to chang-
ing public policies and needs.

The next three articles consider the responses of individual col-
leges to declining resources. Herbert M. Sussman presents two models
for. retrenchment, describing the changes made in staff, programs,
and services at New fork City Community College, in response to an
18 percent cut in the operating budget a period of eighte6
months. Richard De Cosmo considers the same problem but focuses
on the effects of reduction in the area of curriculum and instruction.
He, suggests that innovative programs and teaching strategies .are the
first to feel the effects of a budget cut and that programs requiring
heavy equipment outlays will rapidly diminish in quality as equipment
needs go unmet. Jane E. Matson outlines the effects of reduction on
student personnel'services. Specifically, slip notes that the role of such,
services is poorly defined at many colleges and that, as a result, faculty '
and' administrative support for this area deOines in periods of fiscal /
uncertainty. She concludes, however, that these services can be reor-
ganized in such a way that the functions they perform will be better
unders't'ood by, groups in the college community.

The respqnses Qt faculty and administrators to declining 're-.

sources cannot but influence the long-range development of a college,
particularly the programs and services it offers in response to com-
munity needs. The next two articles address this general issue. James
L., Wattenbarger discusses two approaches to planning that can be
adapted to cope with a seduction in resources. Reinforcing kpopular
impression, he indicates that community colleges are most successful
in carrying out their mission if their activities are the result of a
planned institutional program of action. In his view institutions that
follow a reactive approach to planningmoving from one crisis' to
another without adequately addressing the long-range effects of any
actions-7may ultimately have to relinquish control over their opera-
tions to persons arid groups outside the organization. .Richard C.
Richardson examines the types of problems that community college
admirfistratbrs %yin face in the decade ahead and concludes that care-
ful research and planning can help institutions maintain or increase

their effectiveness even when resources no longer permit growth.
The next two essays look at some heretical concepts that com-

munity cdreges must consider if they are to maintain the tempo of
growth that characterized their early years. Dorothy M. Knoell
suggests that two-year colleges should consider the type of institution

10
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they would like to becom,e in the next decade and then to plan atcoid-
ingly Specitically.sliTuiges them if undertake inn% cooperative %en-
tures with'other agencies and institutions_ that ,offer postsecondary'
education and to pros ide expanded °ppm tunnies fin iecuri edu--
cation. I then pull together the yalious threads that relate. to edit( ed
resources" and xlist:uss concepts that are critical to community college
finance. Finally, Andrei% Hill leYiesis other sources of infoi-mation for
use in coping with these problems.

If the current furor over reduc'esd resources is tioublesome,
that is because, in the final analysis, this furor strikes to the question
of whether or not two-year colleges are organized to alloc.ite and use
public resources effectiiely in their programs, seriices, and activities.
What is at stake is the mission and goals of the college and its reor-
ganIzation to accomplish these goals effectiiely with fewer resources.

'That, of course, is a task for managemeth. No-,manuals of "effectke-
ness" are available, and measurement in this area is a difficult and
time-consuming process. Whether two-year colleges will be able to
improve their performance and use civil- resources more effectiiely
will depend in large measure on the ability of ?executives to suciply
what money cannot supplylidgment. -

Richard CAlfred
Issue' Editor
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2

is necessary for a meaningful analysis of the shifting patterns of corn-,
munity college fiscal support. . .

One major issue concerns the relationship between modes of
finance of community colleges and modesOf control over their policies
and operations. Conventional wisdom in American higher education
has steadf clun to the ideal that control of academic policies and
operations shou n necessarily be tied completely to the esources that
provide funds to establish and operate colleges and universities. As a
consequence, only educational policy of the very broadest kind is prom:
urgated by state legislatures and the federal congress. Other authorities,

,boars of lay citizens at the local and state levels, control the
policies an missions of educational institutions in the United States.

itGernrant the discIpsion, however, are such questions as the following:
Is is patternthe separation of control and financial_ support-

Does the .broader body politic continue to support such
separation? Will the sources of support inevitably also control academic
decisions? If sac-what will be the consequences for higher education?
Awareness of these questions, and the various positions that have been
taken to address them, cannot but influence the way in which commu-
nity college finance patterns have shifted and' no doubt will continue to
shift as the quest for more effective financing goes on.

A second issue involves the relationship.between finance modes
and educational philosophy and purpose. An axiom of sound educa-,
tional finance is that fiscal policy should be consistent with and enhance
educational policy. For that axiom to apply to communWpcolleges, the
purpose and philosophy of these institutions must be clearly defined and
the definition must be accepted in the collegei and in the constituencies
they serve. This degree of consensus has not always been present. For
example, were the community colleges intended to function as an "up-

`ward extension" of the secondary schools or as expanded-entry units to
higher education? Should they be local, regional, or statewide in the
services they offer; open door or selectivein admissions; and low or high
cost in the charges they impose on students? Stich questions are still
being debated. Efforts to resolve them in one direction or another will
laear directly on the patterns of fiscalsupport for the colleges concerned.

A third major issue involves the relationship between comnunity
college finance modes and those used to finance other types of institu-
tions. For historical as well as educational and ifolitical reasons, secon-
dary education is admin stered and financed separately and differently
from postse'condary ed cation. To the extent that community college,
education cuts across b th levels (in historical development, in sense of

4'
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purpose and identity, aid in organizational and fiscal arrangements), it
is influenced by the differing currents for<change that affect, each of:

them. Administrative and fiscal structures that tie community colleges to
lower school systems continue in many states, even thougfilthese ar-
rangements may now be anachronisms. In other states community col-
leges have been successful in developing a clear linkage with higher
education, and this has resulted in fiscal practices that run to the best
interests of the community colleges and their comprehensive commit-
mbnt to serve the local community. Efforti to move in either direction or
toward a separate identity by two -year colleges will provoke shifts in
their patterns of support.

Finally, there is the time lag betweerti)the first evidence of need for ..

change in fiscal support and the development of new arrangemenis to
meet new conditions. Efforts to make changes in state laws' governing
community college finance often come before legislative bodies time and
again before they are finally enacted. The effect is to encourage change
in fiscal supportdpatterns in those areas Iv hich are least affected by lag; in
other words, the most flexible aspects of the financing formula. The
emphasis is on expediency and opportunism in such circumstances,
usually with a lasting impact on the fiscal support pattern of community
colleges, but rarely with a beneficial impact on institutions or their
educational effectiveness.

The following sections build on this brief review of some of the
broad issues to be kept in mind in any discussion of shifting patterns of
community college finance.

finance patterns

The methods used to finance community college courses today in
several states are considerably different from those followed, in earlier
years. In the early 1920s, ihen Koos'(1924) made his baseline study, 137
of the 207 junior colleges then irf existence were priv ate institutions. Of
the remaining 70 institutions, 46 were public, operating in affiliation
with local school systems. The financing of those junior colleges, there-
fore, reflected the practices of private undergraduate colleges (in the
case of the private junior colleges) and the local public schools (in the
case of the majority of the public junior colleges).

In the years that have passed since Koos's study, examinations of
junior and community college finances have consistently shown five
major sources of income for two-year-college operations ,and two .for
financing ofcapital costs. The main sources of suipnt.for the operating

1 <X
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budgets of public community colleges are student tuition and fees, local
tax funds, state tax funds, federal grants, and private gifts and grants.
For capital costs the main sources of -support are local and state tax

' appropriations. Priv ate institutions rely chiefly on revenues from tuition
and fees for operating support and on private gifts and grants and
self-liquidating revenue bonds amortized by student tuition charges for
capital costs.

Of particular interest is the direction in which community col-
leges are moving in relation to each of the main sources of support for
their. operations. A review of available studies reveals that the percen-
tage of operating costs borne by state sources had moved from an
average of slightly over a third, across the nation, in 1'955-56 to
54 percent in 1967-68; chiring that time the percentage borne by the
student increased at a much lower rate, from 120 to 22 percent. The
percentage carried by local tax sources decreased considerably, from 37
to 20 percent on the average nationwide. On the,\basis of these data, the
conclusion was drawn "that state governments are moving toward the
position of providing more of the funds for contmunity colleges than
local governments, while the student's proportionateshare is changing
only slightly" (Martorana, 1971, p. 22). This conclusion was supported
also in a separate survey of forty -two states by Arney in 1968. In his study
the following median percentages of support for community colleges
were reported by several states: 20 percent from student tuition and
fet,' 21 percent from local tax sources, 52 percent from state aid,
5 percent from federal support, and the remaining percent from other
sources (Arney, 1969).

More recently, Wattenbarger and his colleagues have conducted
nationwide surveys of practices in financing community colleges in
several states (Watt)enbarger and Cage, 1974'; Wattenbarger and
Starnes, 1976). Tilt/1976 report itemizes dollar amounts received in
1975-7.6 by community colleges from each of the major sources of
income already mentioned. It covers the community college systems in
thirty-four states and a total of thirty-five systems (Colorldo reported
two types). If the dollar amounts reported are converted to percentages
of total income received and median percentages are calculated for the
total dumber of systemsikthe ,restilts show the following percentage
distributions for each sbyrce of support:
Student fees: range, 0 to 33.3%; median, 17.9%
Local tax.: range, 0 to 54.9%; median, less than I%
State aid: range, 25.9%007.2%; median, 57.8%
Federal funds: range, 0 to 18.8%; median, 5.1%
Gifts and other sources: range, 0 to 16.7%; median, 3.1%

15



The striking fact here is not merely that the state has become predomi-
nant in providing support for community colleges but that in a growing
number of cases local tax support is disappearing; sixteen of thirty-five
systems surveyed in 1975-76 reported no revenues from local sources.

Another view of the shifting patterns of support for community
colleges is provided in the periodic compilations of financial statistics on
higher education by the National Center for Educational Statistics, U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The center provides a
statistical reporting sell, ice that, w ith modifications over the years, dates
back to 193. From data compiled in ihtsefederal government surveys,ti
Martorana and Morrison (1962) calctd#ted the mean percentage dis-
tribution -of financial support for community college operations nation-
wide in 1955-56. The distribution was as follows:
Student fees: 13.8% -

Federal funds: 1.1%
State aid: 34.2%
Local taxes: 36.6%
Tuition transfers (between taxing districts): 6.1%
Private gifts and grants: 0.8%
College-organized activities: 0.9%
Auxiliary enterprises: 5.7%
Other: 0.8%
Thus, as recently as twenty years ago the localities served were the
predominant source of operating revenue, providing nearly half (42.7
percent) of the funding for two-year colleges..

Table 1- presents finance data from 1973-74, the latest year
available asiliikpaper was prepared. Two striking findings emerge From
the figures. First of all,comtjtunity-artgirlior colleges have, essentially
remained true to their commitment to keep the costs of postsecondary
education as kiw at possible. Second, the states, and to a notable extent
the federal goyernment, are taking over the burden of costs. The states
are doing ,so by increasing support to their colleges on a direct basis

. through institutional support and indirectly through student financial
aid. Thefedetal government is essentially following the latter course of
action. The percentage of income derived from student tuition and fees
was not substantially different in 1973 -74 froth' what it was in 1955 -56.
For public and private two-year colleges together, it has held at a constant
16.1 percentthereby reinforcing the argument that state govern-
ments and the federal government are contributing proportionately.
more to the financing f community colleges.

When public co munity colleges are considered in Nolation, the
.._

state once again is show to be the predominant source of fiscal support,

4 .
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able . Current Fund Revenues
4, (in th sand I) in wo-Year Colleges, 1973-74

Public Private
Revenue Typ = $e % $

Total
'Education and G era's

Tuition/fees .

Federal govern ent
. .State'

3,810,314
:3,469,718
.507,212

149,319
-1,629,&01

".100.0

q1.0
13.3,

3.9
42.8

293,253
219,957
153,530

5,096
3,557

100.0
75M
52.4

1.7

1.2

Local . '952,727 2,5.0 1,726 .6
Endowment 3,457 .1* 4,804 1.6

Private gifts 3,488 .1* 35,002 11.9
Other 223',714 5.9 16,242 5.5

Student Aid Grants 111,182 2.9 14,789 5.0
Federal government 76,101 2.0 7,392 2.5
State * 21,658' .6 4,094 1.4

Local 2,722 , .1* 17 -
Private gifts 8,149 -* 1,885 .6
Endowment , 364 -* 411 .1

Other 2,188 .1* 990 .3

Major Service Progrims 7,808 .2 299
Auxiliary Enterprises 221,606 5.2 58,208 20.0,

*Amounts rounding out to less than .1 are not shown.
SOCRCE. Computed from data reported in Paul F. Mertins and Norman J. Brandt,

Financial Statistics of In.;tautions of Higher Education. Current Fund Revenues and
Expenditures, 1973-4, Summary Data (Washington, D.C. . National Center for
Educational Statistics, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1976);

. pp. 8-9.

providing 42.8 percent of the total operating revenues for these institu-
tions. Local communities show the greatest decline as a revenue source,
providing 25 percent of the .operating funds in 1973-74, down from a
figure of 42.7 percent twenty years ago.

The use of student aid grants as a means of providing operating
funds for both public and priiiate two-year colleges is reflected in Table
I. This practice is now of such a magnitude that it merits special consid-
eration in this analysis. Currently, almost 3 percent of all operating
income of public two-year colleges and 5 percent for private institutions
derive from student aid grants. These figures place two-year colleges
within one percentage point of general federal aid for public colleges
and represent three times the proportion of general federal support for
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private colleges. But eyen more significant are the relative roles o local,
state, and federal governments and private donors. The feder 1 gov;
ernment is- by far the chief source of student aid funds for public and
private two-year colleges. It outstrips the state in aid to students attend-.
ing public institutions by sdme 3 to 1 and to students attending private
institutions by 2 to 1. Local sources of support show ui only slightly in
the fiscal support patterns of public colleges, as do- private sources in
private colleges.

These data indicate that the "tuition transfers" between local
districts maintaining community colleges in States such as California and
Illinois ha..ve taken a new form. The transfer of support burcicsn is not
between jurisdictions at the 'same level of relationship with the colleges
(that is, supporting districts w ithin a state) but between different levels of
jurisdictionlocal, state, and federal. The burden in this transfer is
being aomed by the state and the federal government. FUrthermore,
the channel for the transfer is through the student, not the institution.

legislative, policy and shifting patterns

The shifts in sources of support for community colleges are not.
the-r. ste.11tt-f)'happenstance. They reflect changing public policy positions
taken on the broad question of support for higher education, and they
parallel trends in legislation at the local, state, and (more recently).
federal levels. In retrospect, it is possible to trace the changing scene of
public pylicy and its impact on community colleges in several states.,
These chianges may be characterizedeas (1) the drive to achieve a balance
between local and state recognition, (2) the upiet of this balance in favor
of the state, and (3) the drive 4still current) 'to invoke the federal gov-
ernment in the support pattern.

An excellent illustration of the first stage (the drive to achieve
balance) is seen in the first.general enablin act for community colleges,
passed in New York State in 1948. This la'w cailled for an evenly divided

.support pattern: one third from student fees, one third from local tax,
sources, and one third from the state. This'same pattern appeared irk the
statutes later enacted for community colleges in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey and in the revision of the basic community college statutes of
Maryland and a number of other'states. By the end of the 1950s, in most
states, the state had become a full-fledged and equal partner to the local
.community in financing community colleges.

The balance between local and state participat,ion in community
college finance proved to be a delicate one when viewed from a nonal

0'
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perspective. It lasted about two decades. The pattern in New York can
again be used to illustrate the forces that acted to change public policy.
Formulas provided in New York's community college law scalling for
equal, or nearly equal, shares of local and state support for these
institutions proved to be inflexible and incapable of responding to
rapidly Changing conditions for postsecondary education. Most statutes
provided for the state to match local support once the enrollment of
students in the locally sponsored institutions had been tabulatd. Two
factors limited the viability of this approach. First of all, in, times pf
financial 'stress at the state level, state government support fgr-
enrollment-driven. formulas Iv Ild soften, and alternate' formulas
would be 'sought to reduce state support. Second, since enrolltnent-
driven finance formulas gave control over educational polio firmula-
tion to local board's, the priorities of state policymaker ten were not
evident in programs developed at the local level. Moreover, when con-
gruence in state and local priorities did occur, credit was given to the
local board of control rather than to those responsible at the state
levela difficult political position for state-level policymakers to accept.
As a result, state formulas for support of community collegckwere
modified. Specifically, a ceiling was placed on the burden that the state
would bear without concomitant support at the local level. For example,
the "equal opportunity" statute passed in 1970 in New York prompted
local supporting jurisdictions to limit their tax support to that matched
by the state in the basic formula. A characteristic local response, this

iiaction ermitted the state to assume a progressively larger proportion-
ate fisct burden and led to a stronger emphasis on state-level priorities
in educational programming. -

Continuing observation of state legislation reveals not only a
rising trend toward state control, in line with increasing support, but also
a tight-fisted stance on the part of many states; consequently, new
resource acquisition strategies are now needed at both the state and the
institutional levels (Martorana and McGuire, 1976a, 1976b; Martorana
and Nespoli, 1977a, 1977b). These new strategies, whatever they may
be, will need to take into account the burgeoning role of the federal
government. This expectation is made clear in the figures presented
earlier, showing the expanding number of federal programs on which
the community colleges may draw and the growing recognition of com-
munity colleges thit greater participation is both necessary and desirable.

Beginning with the Natipnal Defense Education Act of 1958, the
federal Congress generated a spate of new enactments that affected
community colleges. Of particular importance are the Vocational Educa-,

19
fi
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tion Act of 1963 and the athendments to it in 1965, 1968, and 1972; the
Higher Education Facilities Act of 190; the Higher, Education Act of
1'965; the° Education Professions ,DevelOpment Act of 1967; and the
1968, t972, and 1976 amendments ,to the Higher Education Act. The
drise of conmn-unity colleges to gain adequate recognition in these fed-
eral eriacerneni's and to be given equitable treatment in the allocation of
federal fundsis a story of organiiational action that brought Wide public
attention to.`these institutions and their local and national leadership.
Various 4spects Of the story are reported in several sobeces (Blocker,
Bendeq and Mariorana, 075; Martorana and Sturtz, 073), and the
story isstill unfolding. ,,

To date, however, the community college continues to fare poorly
En the allocation of. federal funds to different types of postsecondary
education institutions. This is true even though mandatory set-asides for
two -year institutions were written into laws such as the Higher Educa-
tion Facilities Act; the Education Professions Development Act, and the
1968tapd 1972 amendments to the Higher Education Act. An excellent
illustration of the underrepresentation of community colleges in the
distribution of federal funds is found in a recent report of the College
Entrance Examination Board, which showed that community college
students use federal student aid programs less frequently than theirt an

would warranr,(Gladieux, 1975)..,,

Public policy concerning the finance' and control of postsecon-
dary educatiOn generally, and community colleges in particular, is still in
a process of change at both the state and national leve19. The direction
that broad public policy takes will determine the future direction that
community college finance patterns will follow.

. field behavior: cause or effect of shifting patterns

Community college leaders, like those in other types of public
institutions, are highly sensitive to changes in the political milieu. To be
successful, these leaders must anticipate changes in the patterns of
support for their colleges. When one or more constituencies seem un-
likely to contribute their normal share, efforts are made to secure larger
amounts from other sources to offset the difference. In this way, shifting
patterns of community college finance are to some degree a product of

dltthe behavior of community college le rs. The shift from local tax
fundS and relatively low levels of student ition to higher levels of state
support and direct student charges (offset by financial assistance to
students), stimulates statements of leaders seeking new sources of finan-
cial support for their institutions. -

II
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New finance strategies may be in the offing. As "part of the
preparation of this manuscript, an inquiry was addressed to embers of
the National Council of State Directors of Community and Junior Col-
leges and to the chief executives ofinstitutions'holding membershipin
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges. These
individuals were asked to predict whether, in five yeaits' time, (a) .finan- .

cial support for community colleges.w ill rise, decline, or remain about
the same; and (b) new strategies ill be developed to cope wit1 future
changes in fiscal support. Responses came from Sixteen,state directors
and sixty-eight chief executives. Although these respondents -do not
constitute a large representation of either group nationwide,their re-
plies can be helpful in the analysis of future trends. The consensus
among the respondents was that financial resources for community
colleges will at best remain steady. Many indicated an expected decline
or a steady state. Only two state directors, one private junior college
president-, and three public community college presidents indicated_p
expected increase in level of support in the next five years.

All respontlents indicated that some strategic actions in respOnse
to the likelihood of declining support were under consideration. Among..
the state directors, four basic rneagures were reported: (1) more, effective
adminisirative management of fiscal affairs at the institutional levelf(2)
economizing measures in instruction and programming practices in
institutions, (3) stronger public information and lobbying efforts, and,
(4) increases in student tuition and fees..Private junior college presidents
reported heightened efforts in long-range planning and the dexslop-
ment of cost-saving programs. Public community college presidents 4.,)

indicated greater emphasis on (1) economizing measures in instruction.
and programming practices, (2) more effective administrative manage.
ment of financial resources, (3) programs of information shaiing and
public relations (including lObbying efforts), and (4) direct -efforts to
increase resources through increased local and state taxes, tuition in- y
creases, and private gifts and grants.

Most of the actions reported in these broad categories are the
standard moves of an organization facing tough budget decisions. Some
specific examples:

Administrative control and management: Adoption of continuous
cost analysis measures, tnanagemeneby objectives, and maintenance of"
expenditure controls.

Instruction and staffing: Increases in class size, assessment and
deletion of uneconomical programs, coupling of classes over longer time
periods, and encouragement of multifield teaching.

f.
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Public rel ions: Direct lobbyeeffects ontocal, state, and federal
levels and,a ree phasis on the-community orientation of the college.

continuing probes for insight and explanation

Early identification of the fiscal difficulties of community colleges
came from Lombaildi in 1973. He claimed that both external factors and
internal practices contributed to the then-emerging problems. An
analyiq by Bender (1977) of the grolking impact of federal administra-
tive regulation- s on college operations, and their implications for rising
costs-, is.significant in light of the expected increase in federal participa-
tion inzcommunity college financing. Weathersby and Jacobs (19770, in
an examination of trends in institutional goals and student costs, con-
clude that the trend toward financing through students may lead to the
creation of separate functional services (testing, instruction, certifica-
tion, counseling), to'be paid for directly by the steldent-clientg invoked;
as a result, institutions may become fragmented. Watienberger and
Cage (1974) advance a thesis in support of state-leVel plarfning and
state-level fiscal support for community colleges. Designed to preserve
local institutional autonomy, this,approach would somewhat alleviate
the problems posed by current finance pattern's for thp.development of
comprehensive community colleges. Garms (1977) Icitoks at tfie issue of
economic equity in terms of both supporting constituencies' and stu-
dents. In a forthcoming publication, Martorana and WaTtenberger dis-
cuss their design for evaluating state patterns for financing community
collegesftsgainSt criteria developed from the generally accepted goals of
these institutions. Finally, as this manuscript was being produced, the
Ford Foundation announced a major new grant 'to the Brookings In-
stitu on to support an in-depth economic analysisoof community
colle estheir services, costs, and productivity.

There is little consensus evidentin the conclusions chilawalrom
.the wing list of studies touching directly or indirectly on the question

of &immunity college fi ancing, Indeed, there appears to be less agree-
ment than there was t o or three 'decade4 ago. The stage is set for new
departures in the find ce of community colleges.(

a

conclusion

One strategy' for coping with declining resources has been advo-
cated by Gleazer during the last five years and was recently adopted by
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges as official
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/policy. That is, community colleges should become committed to the
concept of "community-based, performance-oriented" education and
should become instruments for the development of communities and
individuals. This position represents a return of the community colleges
to the philosophy of localism that characterized their development in an.
earlier day. Such a firiove will not be without problems, as evidenced by
two basic questions posed by Gleazer (1974): (1) What are the criteria for
success How do ve measure output and summarize it for fiscal, leg",
Aid managerial p rposes? (2) If we are to become something different, 4
how accommoda ng is the current public policy climate in which we

-operate?
To date, acceptable answers to these, questions,have not been fogtforthcoming. Moreover, until the concept of "community- ased,

V performance-oriented" education and its place in the America post-
secondary educational scene is better defined, interpreted to the public,
and accepted by the broader educational enterprise, institutional and
public policies favorable to the notion are not likely to take shape. The
_wayward drift toward shifting patterns of fiscal support will continue.
IA is hoped that this fofecast of future events will not hold and that
community college leaders might together launch a purposeful drive

is toward sound. fiscal support for community colleges, founded on a
sharply defined statement of ptirpose to guide community college de-
velopment in the critical years ahead.

44
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Resultsfroma 39 -star rvey indicate stabilization of

financing in a majority of these states rather than continued,:

reduction, but major problems continue to cOnfront college.

i administrors..

emerging trends
in state support

w. gary mcguire

Increased competition with other sectors of postsecondary education
and decreased state revenues. are some of the reason's given by state
community and junior college directors when, inresponse to a national
survey conducted in 1917, they noted a decrease in- financial support.
The study was conductedthrough a question'naire and follow-up proce-
dure with all state directors included in the 1976 embership list of the
National Council of Directors of Comm and Junior Colleges. It was
designed to elicit data-in response to e following questions: What have,
been the state appropriations for two-year-college operating expenses
for each of the last.three years? Have these resources been stabilized, \
reduced, or increased? What critical varialles kip) this, condition? If
budgets have been curtailed, generally what have ao-year colleges done
to respond to financial lipitations? .

declining resources

For the purposesof this study, we defined "declining resources"
as a consistent decrease in, funds made available for college operations
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.14 r.
over the three-year period 1975-1977. Only seven.of the thirty-nine
responding states (including one territory, Fue-Ffo Rico) Indicated that

4 financial ,_support for two-year college's was actually deCreasing' (see
).__

Table 1), The remaining states were etperiencing either,a stabilization
. .or VI increase in resources. r--.---, c { t . '7

fp one state, Ohio, the state legislature was faced with either
increasing taxes for Ohio residents or. keepitig increases in state sub-

_

sidies Rifti minimum. Since the legislators, for .et ions reasons, were
,. .

reluctan incre,e5xes, the only course open was to restrict subsidies
for tworyea7colleges. Although all sectors of postsecondary education in
Ohio received modest increases in state subsidies, these increases'were...not sufficient to

.
meet operaung*costs. 74 3 percent reducation in appro-

priationspriations was idktated by the goverT, and a number of colleges began
to consider the possibility of increased student fees to offset dwindling

c> revenues: Coming at a time when enrollments were on the rise, these
.

trends posed a,severe problem vitt two-year collegesgas they labored to
serve more -student* with less money.:1-lerw 'elid the colleges respond?.
They hired more part- timeaculty, delayed or.postponed expenditures
for 110ary an'd educational equipment, and deferred maintenance-

* ...,
expens .- I-..

inoreased student fees, such us 'those discussed or instituted in,
,

Ohio, are an obvious threat-to the g en-door admissions policy.shat has
been a<tilmtehof the Community c liege mo%emeitt. Another, to that`
may be forced to close its doors to nofqv students is Nevada, whe 1t 1977
the governor.recomtnended a slash of $22,500,000 in the Univeisity
Nevada System's $1$8,Q00,000 Anual budget. Aistorically, the 'co

:: munitypolleges in Nev ada have had to bear the laest percentage cutin
resources, in comparison wit e tscro stat Niversities. In addition,

. because of the biennial legislatt session i Nevada, allocations ire
) - -

made for a two-year period. Th refore, budgets established in 1977 tie
'the community colleges to a single level of operation through 1979, Not
only are the dollar amounts .more restrictive, but additional li e items
are continually imposed, so that flexibility,within,the appr btidgetiis
drastically reduced. To meet this challenge, wo-year colleges in Nevada *U "Z
hd'e carefully managed heduling and enrollmentsof individual classes
to Maintain the quality aRrcoMprelensivcness of existing'protUms.

Community colleges in Michigan are also experienci*financial. ,

austerity and have taken steps121ta -e down expehses.tfor--irdtance, y

have increased the ratio of part-time faculty, discont nued "leisur -time
,, meetcourses,. andreduced full-time staff and equipmen utchasei to eet

the challenge of,eroding per student support. Although the absolute
. .

n

to
-

2
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,Table 1. Financial Condition'of Community Colleges in
Thirty-Nine States (1975-1977)

State Increasing Decreasing Stabilized

Alabama
Alaska X
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia.
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada

- New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia X
Wisconsin
Wyoming X
Puerto Rico

X
X

x

X 1

X

X
X

'X
X
X

X

X

5C

X

X
X

X

X

7 ?f

Or
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level of appropriations has increased in recent years and did once again
in 1977, the specter of unexpected enrollment increases saturated the
program base of many colleges and drove expenditures beyond a level
capable of being reimbursed by the state. The pattern of rising costs and
stabilizing revenues cannot but restrict the enrollments in Michigan
two-year colleges to those students they can serve within the limits of
existing resources.

A fourth state experiencing a decline in financial support is North
Carolina. Operating funds for North Carolina's fifty-seven community
colleges are appropriated to the state board of education and are distri-
tinted to the colleges on a fair-sharing formula that permits each institu-
tion in the system to grow. In 1976 and 1977 North Caj'olina's colleges
were underfunded because of a declining rate of growth in state rev-
enue. Most institutions met this situation by actions such as (1) elimin-
ating selected courses, (2) delaying new programs, (3) transferring
administrative positions to instructional positions, (4) increasing the
student/teacher ratio, and (5) increasing teacher contact hours. These
measures have allowed North Carolina to meet the challenge of reduced
income and maintain an open-door policy for its citizens who want to
continue their education.

In all of the states categorized as suffering from reduced re-
sources, the actual' appropriation for community colleges increased d ur-
ing the current budget year. The rate of increase, however, was smaller
than in previous years; was well below the rate of inflation; and, as a
result of enrollment increases, culminates in lower per student income.
This underfunding has stretched dollars to the breaking point in many
institutions and poses serious questions as to their future mission and
scope.

stabilized fu*d'n Ing

Twenty-One of the thirty -nine state directors cspOnding,,to the
survey indicated that community college financing had reached a,
"stabilized" condition (see Table 1). That is, there had been no appre-
ciable increase or decrease in financial resources for community colleges
in the past three years. Essentially, the "stabilized" condition is not far
removed from the "declining resources" condition. With no significant
increase in appropriations, states with stabilized resources face the same
problems as those with declining resources: 'increasing enrollments,
inflation, rising costs, and other factors 'that constrict growth. Commu-
nity colleges in these states are resorting to many of the same actions that
are being taken by institutions in states with declining resources.
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The twenty-one states whose respondents placed them in the
"stable resources" categor1, are Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Mary-
land, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New York, Rhode
Island, South)Carolina, Vermont, and Virginia. Most of these
"stabilized" states are experiencing multiple problems related to the
financial condition of their public two-year colleges. The most fre-
quently mentioned problem is that of declining tax reenue. This condi-
tion is,of course, directly related to the genera,' decline in the economy,
which has limited funds available to all state agencies, including com-
munity colleges:Competition with other sectors of postsecondary educa-
tion is ancither problemmentioned 'specifically by five state directors.
Other problems related to standstill appropriations are declining public
support, changing funding priorities to other state services, unexpected
enrollment increases in some states and enrollment decreases in others,
and an emerging public sentiment against the use of state funds for
"self-ircierestr types of courses.

reactions to declining or stabilized resources

Just as the reasons for nongrowth are many, so are the reactions
to such a 'situation at the state level, the, local level, and within the college
itself: As shown in Table 2, different methods of dealing with financial
austerity, are currentlx in practice in community colleges in the states
with declining or stabilized resources. The most frequently used
methods are increasing part-time faculty, reducing noninstructional ,

expenses, and increasingthe student/teacher ratio. Less frequently used
methods are limiting enrollments, increasing local funds, and allocating
resources to lobbying. Some unique reactions include borrowing on tax
anticipation warrants, shifting some types of expenditures from state tax
funds to tuition funds, sharing staff among institutions, and contracting

.
for student services., Clearly, several of these methods will instigate
change in the mission and structure of two-year colleges. The "opeti
door" is threatened. Similarly threatened are the existence of high-cost
occupational programs and the ability of the colleges to react to newly
discovered educational needs in their Communities.

The unique characteristics of postsecondary education in every
state mate it impossible to generalize the experiences of any one st4te to
other states or to apply cost control methods used in one stateto those
used in another. It is useful and instructive, however, to describe the
conditions and experiences of some states characterized as stable or
decreiasirt,in financial resources.

29



Table 2. Reactions to Decreasing ot Stabilized Financial Support /
Increase
Part-time

State, facul
Arizona
Arkansas X X
California
Colorado X X

- Connecticut X
Delaware X
Florida
Illinois X
Iowa
Kentucky X
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts*
Michigan* . X
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri X i

Nebraska'
-I....

Nevada* X
. New York X X. X ; X X ..
North Carolina*" X 1...,' X /K, i
Ohio* . X. X , ,..--4j.,,,
Rhode Island

V,South Carolina X X X 4?" '2,...........,..---'''
Vermont
Virginia X 'X M
*Witconsin* ,. -, \ X ,
Puerto Rico' ,,

''--....;--

Reduce Increase itestrict Allocate
Noninstructional Increase Limit local Eliminate newprogram resources to

ex Se3 SIT ratio enrollments funds . 91 develo ment lobb in

X

X

X

X

X .

X

TOTS 8 10 8- a 6
*These states reported decreasing financial support for community' colleges.
'No information available.

--

X
X,

X

X

6 4
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Arizona. The Arizona State Community College System receives
funds freim the state according to a formula based on full-time-
equivalent suidents. In recent years enrollments have declined, and
consequently colleges have lost state `aid. The colleges have balanced
their-budgets by raising local tax levies.

Illinois. Total appropriations for community colleges in Illinois
increased steadily until 1976. These increases have not kept pace with
the inckeases in enrollment or costs, for have they paralleled increased
state e4enditures for welfare and'unemploy ment,compensation. In
1976 4-ie state began to recover from a recession, but the recovery
resulted in ,fewer new enrollments than projected. Since funding is

-determined through anerirollment-based funding formula, there was a
decrease in state aid to community colleges. To combat this situation,
many colleges borrowed money through tax anticipation warrants and
deferred maintenance and equipment experiditures. Some colleges
adopted policies for increasing class size. The most noticeable trend was
the dramatic increase in part-time faculty'among all two-year colleges in
'Illinois.

South Carolina. South Carolina's community colleges have been
funded at essentially the same level for the past three years. Although a
small percentage increment has been made available for expenditures
other than salaries, the rate of inflation has exceeded this amount. This
condition has been brought about by a general decline in state tax
revenugs and a feeling that funds for postsecondary education should
be limited in order to provide greater funding for elernentary and sec:,
on dary educatiqn.

Community college enrollments in South Carolina have declined
by about 9 percent over the past three years. This reduction is attributed
to a decline in veteran enrollment and the stabilized budget. Some of the
state's colleges have compensated for limited funds by using a greater
number of part-time faculty; other colleges have had to curtail the use of
part-time faculty. Many institutions have been forced to implement
large'reductions in enrollment to stay within budgetary limitations.
ThroughOut the state's community college system, colleges are giving
careful thought to nonreplacement of staff members who leave, but
there has been no, effort to deliberately cut staff in order to meet
budgetary limitations. The presidents ofseveral colleges have5rganized
a consortium to influence the legislature by holding special meetings for
their benefit,

Rhode island. The state appropriations picture for Rhode Island
Junior College has shown a pattern of increases over the past three years-.

ti
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Hos4ver, the increases requested were nto accommodate increased en-
. f---

rollments and the opening of a new campusfacility in the northern part
of the state. State, appropriations for 19741977 were as follows:
s

1974 $ 8,577,000
1975 $ 8,995,385

:

1976 $12,470,576
1377 $13,459,75S

W ith the additional funding necessary to .optrate the new Blackstone
Valley Campus, including additional faculty to accommodate approxi-
mately, 900 more students and to counteract the effects of inflation,

via thr result is a stabilized financial iituatioryfor Rhode Island .trior
C611ege.

Vermont. :The Community 'college of Vermont is. presently the

founded in 1970 as a private instituti4n'without state funding. State
only publicly supported two-year college in the state. The college was

fu'ilds were first for the collcge in 1973, when it became
part of the Vermont State College System. The dexitwo years brought

' increases in the level of appropriations: The pattern in 1976 and 1977
was one of decreasing sums. For fiscal year 1978 a recommendation was
ma e to increase the appropriation, but only to its level in 1976the
'firs year of the decreasing appropriation. The college responded by
ri ming programs and reducing staff. The student financial aid office

wa eliminated, and the college contracted with another institution to
provide the service.

New York. The financial condition of community t °lieges of the
State University of New York has deteriorated in recent years but some
additional aid has been forthcoming. This has occurred as an incentive
to en reater numbers of disadvantaged students, to ,achieve a
facul y/stu ent ratio of at least 185/1', and to ensure an allocation of 50
percent o more of the institutional budget to instructional costs,

ii;1976-17,7 an attempt was, made to reduce state aid by 10 per-
cent for colleges that had accumulated a reserve balance. This move
was successfully protested by the colleges; they claimed that such a Move
would penalize them for instituting cost-saving methods that enabled
them'to achieve the surPlut. Full state funding in/ 77 was limited to a
statewide total of 116,800 full- time - equivalent students. A 50 percent
supplemental appropriation was given for 1,168 full-time students and
an additional 25 percent supplement for 1,168 full-time-equivalent stu-
dents. For each additional FTE student, a payment of $100 was provided
for each institution. '
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1 This funding pattern forced several community colleges in th'e
state to delete entire-programs, reduce full-time 'staff, ancrem,elq. ,

tgreater numbers of part-time taculty.The situation has been aggravated
in some collegesty expensive union contracts, rising costs, and declining*
enrollments.

increased resources

Not all state systems of cOmmtinity and junior colleges are ex-
periencing decreased or stabiliied funding. Eleven states in the survey

Is' reported steady increases in state-Appropriated funds (see Table 1). The
reason underlying the increase-appears to be rising tax revenues result-
ing froni increased industrial development and population expansion.
It is interesting to note that most of thew states are not located in the
Southeast, which we have been led-to believe is experiencing great
strides in industrial growth. The lack of a geographical pattern can be
linked to the unique characteristics of the economy in these statesuas
described below.

Alabama. Alabama's system of community and junior colleges is
financed almost entirely from state funds. Tax revenues for a SOcial
Education Trust Fund have grown rapidly'in recent years, witiithe state
sales tax the highest revenue producer. The state incortil tax has also

. increased rapidly. These taxes are"e?rmarked" for school and college
support.

'State appropriations for community colleges have been as
<-follows4,

1975 $28,400,000
1976" 29,000,000
1977,- 34,500,090

Alaska. Thtwo-year colleges in Alaska have experienced consid-
erable growth and expansion in recentrars. Thesecolleges derive their

,,r funds largely fromtate-appropriated general funds and, in lesser part,
from silth sources as program receipts, student fees, and government
contracts. The following are resourcyllocation totals for recent years:

FY 1975 FY 1976 FY 4977
General funds $3,236,900 $7,589,800 $12,884;200
Other 2,198,000 -2!101,300 4,094,300

The growth of Alaska's community college budget is directly
related to that state's burgeoning economic picture as a result of in-
creasecroil revenues. .

1
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Idaho. Idaho has only two commulity colleges. Each offers both
academic and vocational- technical progrms. Academic programs are
funded at the state level by genei-al funds and at the local level from
locally derived tax revenues. Vdcational-technical programs are funded
at the state level by means of a general appropriation to the Division of
Vocational:Education, which then parcels funds out to these programs.
State- funding (excluding federal funds) has grown both in absolute
dollars and in the percentage cut of the total budget. State funds com-
prised 37 percent of the community college budget in 1973 and 46
percent in 1977.

Enrollments have increased significantly in recent years, thus
requiring more funds to maintain existing educational programs. The
two-year colleges have a limited tax base and are highly dependent on )
state revenue. Orie of the colleges serves five counties, but only one
county in its tax district can be depended upon for maintenance and
opera ion and bond redemption tax levies. The other college serves
eight counties and portions of two more but has only two counties within
its tax district. -

Incliana. Indiana has only one publicly supported two-year col-
lege, and\ its appropriation increased from $2,691,734 in 1975 to
$3,754,378 in 1976, plus a supplemental vocational education appropri-
ation of $210,000 in 1975 and $340,000 in 1976. The critical variable in
the budget increases'has been the law prohibiting the stake from going
into debt, thereby enforcing cost-saving mtasures and nhancing its
ability to support its public schools and colleges.

Pennsylvania.. The state .allocation to community colleges in
Pennsykania represents approximately 33 to 38 percent of their annual
operating expenses, which in 1976 amounted .to nearly $35,900,000.
This is a small percentage of the state alrocation for higher education,
including appropriations to Pennsylvania State University, the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, Temple University, Lincoln University, fourteen
state-sponsored colleges, and a number of state-aided universities such
as the University of Pennsylvania.

Because of the decline in the state's economy and the resulting
reduction in tax revenues, a small across-the-board percentage increase
has been instived as an economy measure. This increase in the state

. .. allocation is thJwdivided among the state-supported institutions. The
community corteges have fared well in this situation. An unexpected
enrollment increase has allowed them to reduce their per student cost;
because they have a low per student 0:is-I to begin with they have been
favored by the state board of education which has limited enrollment

II
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and budget increases for all sectors of postsecondary education except
the community colleges. Moreover, in 1974 the state legislature in-
creased aid to community collegmby providing an additional $150 per
year for each full- time - equivalent, student enrolled in vocational-
technical programs, which amount to nearly 50 percent of their enroll-
ment. Because of their low per student ,cost and the fact that they
represent a small percentage of the total budget for higher education,
community colleges have not experienced budget cuts.

Wyoming. In Wyoming approximately 58 percent of the operating
costs for the state's seven community colleges is appropriated by the
legislature m the state's general fund. State support has continued to
increase as enrollments have swelled beyond the level of each preceding
yearlargely because of the rapid development of energy resources,
particularly coal. A strong lobbying effort on the part of college staff and
trustees is also seen as a° reason for increased allocations to community
colleges in Wyoming.

conclusion

Several factors seem to be contributing to the present finan 'al
picture in states whose support for two-year colleges has decreased or
stabilized

I. An unexpected increase in enrollment in thr-FA-t three years,
caused by a large influx of veterans and students enrolling because of
lack of employment opportunities; funding often did not increase in
proportion, thereby forcing many institutions to operate at austerity
levels.

2. A failure on the part of many institutions to anticipate an
enrollment decline in 1977-78 as fewer veterans entered college and job
opportunities improved.

3. The continued economic decline in some states, resulting -in
decreased tax revenues.

4. Declining public support for higher education.
5. Increased competition with other.segments of postsecondary

education and other state, agencies and services. t

Perhaps theNost significant point, however, is that the financial
situationwhether declining, stabilized or increasinghas become to
some extent a change agent for community colleges at the state level and
at the local level as well. More and more, state community College boards
are finding it necessary to keep legislators well informed of the services
that tcko-year colleges are providing. New staffing patterns are develop%
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ing, with increased employment of part-time faculty. This in itself tat(,
alter the character of the college by adding to the ranks of "traditional"
faculty the pragmatic alue 01 ientition of those employed full time in an
occupation other than teaching. The "open door" is closing and tMition is
rising to offset burgeoning expendituresall of ,which may lead to
selective admissions policies and a resulting change in the nature and
characteristics of the community college student. Class size is increasing,
which places a burden on faculty and could lead to difficulty in contract
negotiations,

- These effects are readily visible in manystates. There is, however,
a less visible and potentially positive outcome of ilje financial squeeze
affecting community colleges. In a letter to the editor of this volume,
Joseph Bruno, coordinator for commune colleges in the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, pointed out that .1clear- thinking administration
will ahsays find a solution to budget problemsa solution that will have
the minimum negative impact on the services offered by the instrtution.
Admittedly, a stable or reducedrtxlget will change the operation and
direction of a college, but this effect should result in new commitments
to the community, while at the same time reducing the unit cost of
college operiftions. Many changes will take placel but these changes
should serve to enhance the community colleges as community-based

institutions.
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State agencies for community, colleges can assist campus

efforts in responding to changing local, state,

and national needs, while resistingtreater
bureaucratization that would stifle responsiveness.

state agencies an&
effects of reduction

, lee g. henderson

"Ble'ssed is he who administers in a period of growth. Persecuted is he
who administers in a period of no growth. But damned% he who must
administer 'during the transition period from growth to nd growth."
Thus Kenneth Ashworth (1977), commissioner of the Texas Coordinae
ing Board, describes the plight of state agencies in today's environment
for edticationan environment where declining birthrates have re-
sulted in a substantial decrease in the rate of increase, and sometimes
actual decreases, in community college enrollments; where society is in a'
period of transition from growth to stability or even contraction; where
taxpayers are showing increased resistance to new or additional taxes at
all levels. Higher education has lost a degree of public confidence, and
therefore-finds itself in a poorer competitive position with other social
a,gencies for limited fiscal resources. Our days Of operating virtually
unquestioned, and of being both autonomous and affluent, may well be ,

a phenomenon of the past.
:4--

State agencies increasingly are caught between demands by, legis-
F

lators for change and legitimate demands by faculty and institutional

New Directions for Community'Colkges, 22, Summer 19)8 27
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administrators for what they consider dequate support. Lucille Maurer
(1977) of the Maryland House of Dele tes has clearly stated the legisla-
tive position:

I believe higher education will in tithe respond to the
char ng conditions more realistically and more coherently than
has n evidenced to datenot becaPse the institutions will
change their habits of operation primarily of their own accord
rather, these changes will come 'as a consequence of statewide
planning and coordination and as a result o,f redesigned public
policies Teflecting adjustments to the needs of the de.cade
ahead. .

After all, we are asking higher education to adjust rapidly
to changes of direction, not just a change of pace. We are asking
for tbis change of course at the same time the institutions are
coping with the impact of spiraling costs With increased resistance
by taxpayers to heavier burdens, with student resistance to in-
creased tuition, and with faculty seeking higher salaries.

Attitudes such as this obviously place additional demands on the
state agency and also tend to erode the decision-making authority' of
local' governing boards. These boards are becoming increasingly resis-

. tant to state and federal mandates that reduce local latitude in making
decisions and add administratiVe tasks and new priorities to localopera-
tions.at a substantial cosi, but without any proilSion for the funding of
these new directives.

The state community college agency often finds Itself in the
..,middle, representing both local and statewide interests. On tbe one

hapd, it serves As the advocate of the legitimate. concerns of two-year
colleges for the funding needed to provide quality; firograms and to
compensate their professional and nonprofessional staffs. Additionally,
it works to assure that two/ear colleges are given appropriate roles and
?he operational freedom necessary to fulfill those roles in the statewide
educational plan. On the other hand, it must Interpret and often enforce
the mandates of the legislature and the comprehensive-planning agency
to specific institutions in the .system. Finally, it serves as a mediator
between the institutions and the legislature in an attempt to bring these
two increasingly disparate systeMs into some degree of harmony.

-Legislators are becoiriink concerned not only about comprehen-
)

sive planning anct broad, long-range policy changes but also, as the
competition. for scaice resources increases, about% the use of appro-
priated fur41S. Tl-tat is, they are entering areas that traditionally have
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remained under the control of faculty and administratorsareas such
as enrollment quoits, course approvals, types of prOgrams Co be funded,

4 salary increases, teacher loacInd administrative ratios, and fee policies.
In addition, they are concerned about accortability and are insisting
that colleges document clearly the outcomes of .their programs and
services. These actions, when viewed together, amount to nothing short
of the greater concentration of control at the state level.

In times of strong public support and ample funds, legislators do
not generally concern themselves with the'operations of our colleges.

'Conversely, in a period of diminished public support coupled with
limited funds, legislators seek even greater accountability on the part of
the colleges: This leads to increased expenditures for defending what.we'
are doing and decreased expenditures for getting the job done.

The role of the state agency in ails climate is complicated further
by the 'legislature's increasing efforts to l?ecome independent of the
executive branch. To exert that independence, legislatures are begin-.
ning to hire and depend heavily on large staffs, who not only stand
between the executive branch and the legislators but also deal directly
with individual institutions. These staffs havethe time and the intellec-
tual curic9sity to probe and analyze policy questions as well as specific,
Operational procedures of community colleges. Legislative staff ac-
tivities result in substantial demands for information from, by, and
about the colleges in a state system and place expanding work loads on
the state community college agency and the individual colleges.

institutional responses to reduced resources

As institutions are being asked to adjust to fewer real dollars per
student and to stabilizing..or even declining enrollments, limited finan-
cial resources are being further eroded by snowballing overhead costs,
caused by a variety of reporting and procedurabmandates issued by
governmental agencies at the state and federal leN;e1s. HZvy overhead
costs:the cost of inflation, and the demand for additional student aid to
keep the "open door" open for all citizens are forcing community college
administrators to make tough and unpopular decisions, often without
the information base needed to make the best decisions. The result in
many cases has been a retreat to traditionalism, precisely when there are
renewed demandsTor new approaches whereby educational services can
be provided to new atnd nontraditional student populations,.

recent years one of the major goals of two-year institutions has
been to secure salary levels that could keep pace with increases in the

29
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cost of living. Sipce tax suppott generally has not kept pace with infla-
tion, this goal could be met only by budget reductions, generally
accomplished through' increasing staff loads and/or reductions in in-
s *uctional support. In such a situation the innovative and high-cost
programs necessary to fulfill the objectives of the "open door" are the
first to feel the pressure. A similar condition exists in the area of fund-
ing for program development and high-risk cap41.

At the same time, and with good reasoeihe increasing external
pressures on institution's hate prompted faculty pd 'administrators to
question seriously the new mandates, sukgestions,or initiatives from the

state level, which require institutional staff and/or monetary resources
for accomplishment. Colleges can .tearrange priorities justs() many,
times within fixed resources; after A certain point, the delivery of educa-
tion to students is seriously affected. Many atileges have already reac
the breaking point in responding to state an federal initiatives.
Nevertheless emands forychange' will not disapnar, They will be
accentuated in the years ahead. The abfilty of comCunity colleges to
respond will be seriously limited by the percentage of the budget that
goes into personnel benefits and by the difficulties inherent in clang
staffing patterns beuk of tenure and other legal limitations invo ving
emppyment in the public sector.

Colleges_ have responded to this situation 'b becoming more
competitive for existing funds. In a/situation where the primary problem
is keeping up with growth, it is not too difficult to itivolve colleges in
systemwide deCisions related to policy and fund allocatio , npr is it
diffictiitito a hieve consensus. gut as the rate o rowt slops ,and
resources decline, "stitutio-ns become obsessed,with their own internal
problems, and it becomes increasingly, difficult fort 1 em to recdgnize
and respond to broader concerns.

state agen7,responses

Legislative responses to declining resources are requiring states, -

A

50110,

>
to take new responsibilities in decision making. How does the s tee,,,_________. . .agency respond to these pressures? In a climate of this ty pef is rel ely 1

easy to centralize authority in the state agency, especially in states wl) re
a substantial percentage of the college budget comes fFom legislative
appropriations. lavever, as most ihoughtful studentsf educatictnal
policy recognize, edtkational decisions are best made as close as Osilible
to the scene of the action; when there is sound reasavi for



decisions at the state or system level, those deeions should be made in
such as way as to give maximum latitude to the decision-making author-
ity at the local lever.

G. Discussions with state officials and legislators across the country,
and with theorists in college administration, seem to support the position
that state agencies must reexamine their operations and give priority to
at least four areas outside of their routine administrative functions.
These areas might be classified as ( I) information and accountability,
(2) communication and advocacy, (3) funding, and (4) change agent

.responsibilities. ,

Inforgation and Accountability. As any college president will, testify,
demands for information are skyrocketing. The literature is replete with
cries of anguish froth institutional administrators about the costs of
rapidly increasing reporting requirements from a variety of state and
federal agencies, not to mention the growing demand oflocal governing
boards for informatiOn. While it is doubtful, that any agency or system
can stem the tide of such demands for information, the impact can be
greatly mitigated if there is a well-developed information system that
inc tes a taxonomy of data elements needed to respond to information
requests and management needs. Such a system must provide for the
collection of each data element only once; and it must be easily manipu-
lated for aggregation or processing, to provide information needed for a
variety of reporting purposes. However, it must not be dominated by the
information requirements of state and federal sources. Regardlesslif the

(

level or type of control, most management decisions are now and will
continue 'to be made at the individual college or campus lever There-

Tore, information' systems should give priority to the information
rieeded to enable management to make good decisions at all levels.

Such a system may be difficult to develop because of the variety of
taxonomies used in requesti daia. Community colleges, in particular,
are caught betEveen the re rting requirements used in the HEGIS
(Higher Education General Information Survey) classifications the
state and local school system classifications, and the classifications re--
'quire& by federal and state agencies. Although some prygress has been
made in reducing diffetences and disparities among various federal
reports,la single taxono y of information for all of education still h8
not been developed. r.9 e advantage of a single data system is the mediatT
ing effect it can ave pn data collection from avariety of state
interests. ith lability of an operative data system, the state
community college agency often can mesh with data requests of other

4
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state interests so that these requests will be based on available informa-
tion, thus eliminating the need for a separate or duplicative reporting
instrument.

With the increasing demand for accountability, the data system
must include not only input and process measures but also some com-
mon measures of output. This would enable the local governing boards
to evaluate their operations and also provide a.system of accountability
and quality control to the appropriate state executive and legislative
bodies responsible for community college education. The net effect
would be increased savings through the more efficient use of resources
and improved relations between the college and the state legislature.

Communication and Advocacy. Information is not enough. p. ata
must also be communicated and interpreted to decision makers in a way
that will result in spund decisions at the college level, the state board
level, and the legislative level. In a period when state agencies and
institutions are suffering from reduced resources and reductions in
funding, better ways of communication must be developed. The state

--agency needs to communicate effectively to all segments of the local
college communitythe board, the administration' , the faculty, and the
students. It also must cOmmunicate to the legislature the legitimate

' needs and expectations of the colleges for support and resources. In
addition, it rrcust communicate to the public the needs of the individual
institutions in the'system in a manner that will give community colleges
the highest possible priority in the allocation of limited resources. Only
the state agency is in a position to serve as advocate forthemeeds of the
total system and to give _attention to systemwide priorities. Without -a
strong state agency there is real danger of internal fighting and "pork
barreling" among the various colleges for limited resources.

Funding. Because funds are in short supply as a variety of new and
expanding governmental services draw upon limited tax dollars for
support, legislators are seeking alternative approaches to funding.
These alternatives include special allocations to private instituti s or to
students attending private rather than public institutions; joint o
pre gate and public facilities or joint use of different levels of educational
facilities; program consolidation within or among institutions; closing or
merger of institutions; and failure to create new or additional institu-
tions. None of these alternatives is harmful per se. However, the ex-

.

4 panded use of each or all of them does mean reduced funding to
community college$ in comparison with the-funding they received in the
1950s and early 1960s. Reduced resources, both in.money and students,

4
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will require some significant changes in the process

,
by which state funds

are generated and allocated to individual colleges:
Nhen enrollments were expanding, community colleges were

happy to receive appropriation increases based on average.cost per
'student. Growing institutibns fared well under such a formula. When
enrollments leveled off or declined, the reality of marginal costs were

. more clearly recognized. Colleges discovered that formulas based on
dollars per FTE studentformulas that were 'adequate in.a growth

,-- situation. were entirely inadequate in a static situation. The FTE -based
\._,

formula, which served so well in a growth situation, became an absolute
catastrophe in a period of decline because-no institution can reduce
expenditures by the total average per student costs.

National agencies such as the National Commission on Financing
of Postsecondary Education, the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems, and the National Association of College and
University Business Officers have pointed out the need for greater
insight into costs and the impact of enrollment changes on costs. State
agencies must build on these national models4o develop a costing system
that describes what costs institutions have borne historically, how institu-
tion's respond to enrollment changes, and what the costs ought to be.
There is a critical need for costing and allocation formulas that more
closely approximate the funding needs of each institution in the state

, system. , . r
st

Change Agent Responsibilities. A fourth priority for the state agency,
in responding to declining resources, is to provide leadership and assis-
tance to the colleges to help them respond more quickly to changing
needs. It is axiomatic that while changes in society create changing
educational needs, and while the state legislature may dictate change,
change can be effective only when it is undertaken w ith the concurrence
and support of those at the institutional level who are responsible for its
implementation.

There is an element of difficyltFinherent in this type of reason-
ing. As indicated earlier, institutiofis facing a condition of declining
resources'and rising external demands 'tend to retreat into traditional
practices. Unless the forces for improvement, innovation, and
qualitythe willingness to take riskscan be kept alive at the institu-
tional level, the real danger is that the response of state agencies will be

_ greater bureaucratization at the state lev el. Unfortunately, if this occurs,
the result is likely to be further polity development in the areas of inputs
and process (that is, faculty work loads, administrative/faculty ratios, and

- .
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the like); with a consequent'reduction in tfle freedom of individual
colleges to utilize resources in ways that provide alternative staffing
patterns, alternative ways of-providing instruction, and better meatures
of outputs.

-

The real challenge to the state agency is to assist:colleges in their
efforts to further innovation and vitality in responding to .changing
needs at the state, national and local' levels. There must be strong
resistance to the 'tendency toward greater.bureaucratization that will
stifle the opportunity for creativity at the college level.
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A case study of severe budget reductions at New York City

Community College may, be instructive to college

administrators who have not yet lived through such trauma:
doe

iv

institutional responses
to reduced resources ./

herbert m. sussman

The cry about the financial crisis in higher education, so low' a fewYears
- ago, seems to be changing in volume andimensity.. The label steady state,

if there is such a phenomenon, is now a farhiliar terfri is-our lexicon. The
shock of the economic depression and its impact on higher education has

- progressed from the acute phase to the chronic phase. Those of us who
are unprepared to adapt to reduced retources,either for lack of interest
or because the problem is no longer in its acUte.state, surely will face
problems that have been part of an excruciating past for others.

Although coirtmusity college administratorsin different parts of:
the country face different types of problems relates to lack .of fiscal
support, the conditions oEdecelerated growth and r uced resources
run,from coast to coast. From the unobtainable expectation of the 1960s,
that education can and will resolve all societal problems, to the current
attitude, that education has a limited role in a larger societal context, the
fiscal priority of higher education at local, state, and federal levels has'
been lowered.

Of all public agencies, community; colleges are probably most
vulnerable to a financial reduction when state and local governments call
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for a reexamination of funding priorities. Viewed as institutions de-
signed to serve the nee& of the community, two-year colleges rise and
fall in relationship to support from the community and the state, In New
York City, forexample, the specter of financial insolvency forced the city
government to reduce funding for all public agencies. The combined
budgets of the eight community colleges in the city collectively iden-
tified as part-of the City Uniiiersity of New Yorkreceived a larger
percentage cut than any other city agency, including the public foul-7
year colleges. This cut precipitated two-week shutdown of the City
University in June of 1976 and curtailed fall semester enrollments as
students, apprehensive about the stability of educational programs of-
fered in the City University, enrolled elsewherA

If nay experience as a chief executive Of an institution that experi-
enced a series of severe budget reductions over a two-year period is the
prospect of the future, then a retrospective look at New York City
Comn1iunity College could be instructive to those more fortunate college
administrators who have not yet lived through such trauma.

trauma of reduction

The budget crisis at New York City Community College. began in
the fall of 1974. Each budget reduction that took place changed the
character of the institution. While initial cuts trirtimedthe proverbial fat,
later cuts severed program's, services, and enrollments and created an
institution with a different look. Although increased efficiency partially
ameliorated the trauma, the enormity of changes in class size, course
offerings, maintenance and supportive services, and equipment and
supplies demanded of administrators a new approach to management.
Not the flirt of their problems was thOmposition of.tuition for the first
time in fall 1976 and dramatic changes in financial aid and student
retentioa..policies.

In the fall of 1976 NeW York City Community College enrolied
apprOximately fourteen thousand regular day and evening students; 80
percent of these students were enrolled in career programs and 20
percent in libera arts curricula, For many years prior to the fall of 1974,
the college had bee enrolling students beyond its fully funded tar t,

thereby earning additional work-load money by which to meet the ex ess
enrollment. Work-load funding was always calculated well below actual
Operating cost. For example, in 19.74 the funding for direct instruction
per full-gime-equivalent student was $1,141. However, by overenrolling
to meet student demand, New York City Community College earned
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..., "additional dollars at about half the rate. Since the overhead costs of
operating the college had already been met, these additional funds more

4 than covered the cost of part-time faculty hired to teach extra sections.
The remaining work-load, money was distributed among a variety of
college services. Support services were increased and some additional
full-time faculty positions were created for departments that begr to
show an excessive number of part-time hours. This incremental fur{ding
pattern provided the flexibility that the college enjoyed before the
financial crisis. As a result, faculty and administrators became convinced

e that almost any emerging institutional need could be at least partially
met. There was no Penalty for a modest miscalculation of funds or
enrollment because there, were alWays unallocated funds that could be
used to cover an unanticipated situation. To the extent that past budget
increaks were incremental, the effect of future reductions became,
progressively more severe until they eventually cut to the heart of the
college.

Threats of budget reduction to the City University by New York
City had n an annual activity for a number of years, but cuts hadbe
never actually en made. The first actual dollar cut was made for the
1974-75 fiscal year. The university responded to the reduction by
requiring an across-the-board percentage cut of 1.597 percent from
each college budget. The dollar amount for New York City Community
College was $467,000 out of a total budget of $27,000,000. To effect this
savings, the aillege cut its supply and equipment budget and did not fill a
few vacated positions. In midyearlong after the- budget had been
distributed among the operational deansthe university informed the
college that an additional special savings of $555,000 would be required.
Somewhat like a group ofbusinessmen asked to pledge contributions to
the community chess, the council of deans met with the president to
decide how to achieve this savings. What was the fair share for each? First
or all, they agreed that, where possible, things would be cut before
people. Therefore, since the budgets of the dean of students and the
dean of continuing education were composed primarily of_personnel
costs, the cuts at this time principally affected the dean of facility's
equipment and supply budget and the dean of administration's monies
for supplies, buildings and grounds, and OTPS (other than personnel
services). Although they seemed devastating at the time, in retrospect
the 1974-75 reductions were comparatively innocuous.

In the late spring of 1975, the city's fiscal posiion deteriorated.

further, and furtheY reductions in the university's budget seemed in-
evitable. As New York City Community College went into the early
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summer, the magnitude of the cuts remained unknown. By August,
however,the college administration learned that the budget cut would
be $2,900,000or 12 percent of the total college budget. Thenext few
days were among the most difficult ever experienced by the college)

In attempting to develop'a "style" for solving this problem, the
college's administrators developed a principle that would ensure an
ecological balance for reduction wit in the college. This principle, the
"ecological model," differed substantially from the across- the -board cut
used earlier; specifically, the new procedure involved more difficult
Choices. No longer could each activity be considered equal to every other
activity. Large sums of resources were needed, and the only way to get. ,.
them Was1cut deeply into selected activities. It soon became apparent,
however, MX such cutking often limited the activity so drastically that it
could no longer function effectively. An example concerned the,cUltural
affairs, program, under the direction of the dean of continuing educa-
tion. The cost of the operation was about $100,000. The offering of
cultural programs to the community was a specific institutional goal; it
was of low priority only when compared with the other major goals of the
college. The loss of one staff member would reduce the ability of the
operation to function, so that the choice was either to eliminate it al-
together or leave it in its original state. The program was totally re-,
trenched. In addition, thirteen professionals from the dean of students'
area were retrenched, together with eleven other professionals from
various administrative offices. One hundred civil service employees
were cut from. the dean of administration's area, Other items too
numerous to mention %Fre also recommended for reduction.

The decision to go through a brief and intense period of budget
slashing rather than a drawn-out series of plans did create some difficul-
ties. For instance, there,was minimal involvement by faculty. However,
the academic prograM was barely touched; instead, the support services
took the bfunt of the cuts when the "reduction package" was presented

lik.to dmeeting of department and divisio "ds for their review. A list of
altertiatives for possible savings, with do ar amounts, was provided to
this group in the event that there would be recommendations to change
part of the administration'slan. It-was apparent that any one alterna-
tive Was as disastrous as the other and that a "no-win" situation existed
for any division or departtnent. Small modifiCatibns suggested by the
faculty were made, and staff were retrenched in accordance with policies
established by the board of higher education. This sequence of events
occurred between August 4, 1975, when New York 'City Community
College received its budget, and September 1. At midyear cily, officials

/
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demanded aryadditional $32,000,000 cut by the university. The presi-
dents of each college insisted that no further cuts could be made. The
city then insisted that tuition be imposed; the university resisted. On May

i P

28, 1976, the chancellor called a special meeting of the presidents, and *

the entire City University closed for lack of fundsa&edal state legisla-
tion was pas d, and tuition was lipposed for the 19M11-77 academic year.
All bniver y

t
personnel were forced to take a two-week salgry "defer-

ment," after which the colleges reopened.
,

staff involvement in decision makings
. 4 .

Despite, the imposition of tuition, the first view of the 1976-77
budget confirmed the worst fears of college staff; it required a
$5,400,000 reduction from the previous years austerity budget. The
"things-before-people" and the "ecological" models were severely tested
when the process of reducing the bucTget began anew. Four major areas
Were in competition, each represented by a dean; the:academic program
(dean of faculty), student personnel services (cleat 'of students), com-
munity services (dean of contra ing education), and' nonacademic sup-
port services (dean of administration). Tension among the deans %las
high as conflicting interests were put on the table: "How does one com-
pare'counseling services for underprepared students with community
serviK programs for senior citizens, and compare both together with
the need for college-wide security services in, an urban setting?" "The
main concern ofthe college is the academic program: Shouldn't pro--.

grams receive thk funds needed and any remaining dollars then be,
divided among these less important functions?" "Without counseling
services; isn't the oPen-admissions Program a deception?" "We've spent
years building up services to the bypassed constituenciestheaged,'the
.disabled, the ex-offender, the unemployed. Must w,e give them up now?"
"There are almost no funds for equipment at this time. By severely
cutting security, we're going to increase our losses'with no. replace ment
possible." a

Theresolution of these conflicting pressures could please ne one.
The best prepaPation for what was becoming an annual process of
reduction consisted in part of having more data available :Each dean was
asked to provide impact statements on the effects of Wand 2Q'percent
reductioriarom the previous year's allocations. In addition; each dean
met with, the business manager to receive assistance in pricing out the
costs of service for specific programs. For example, could ayosition be
saved if temporary service costs were reduced? Would personnel asSunie

.
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extra responsibilities.if no substitute service funds we re.available? There
followed a period of trial balances, carried on privately with the business
manager and the dean of the collcige, plus consultation with each dean?
separately on the impact of a ra :e of reductions. Refined calculations
on the income side of the budget, a well as the monetarytisks that would
be taken, were provided by the bus ness manager. Finally,, several meet-.
ings with the council of deans wer held, with fac Ity representation by.
two members of the college-wide ersonnel and Budget committee. At
the outset, however, the president .ted that re would be a student,
personnel program and a continuing e ucation program at the college,
no matter what the outcome of the budget cuts.

As of this writing, the college still functionS well, Cut the impact of
the cuts are now being felt by many departments. For examp*the loss
of over half of the maintenance staff has eiulted in dirty halls, class-
rooms, and restrooms; requests for repair services by faculty and chair-
persons have been delayed or shelved altogether; and funds are not
available for replacement of equipment. Supplies are a major problem,
and new equipment will require the effort and ingenuity of grantsman-
ship. The retrenchment of classroom faculty has resulted in fewer
course offerings and fewer sections available to students. The reduction
in the budget was intended to drive down enrollmentand it suc-
ceeded. In two years the college lost approximately 30 percent of its
student body. Retrenchment, conducted according to the principle, of
seniority, not only affected the affirmative action plan of the college but
also greatly increased its cost per student. litfirt-time ?acuity were re-
trenched first; then junior faculty. In effectthe lowered budget alloca-
tions drove up the unit cost'of instruction to an all-time high.

guidelines for change

4 5
HoW does this''expiti4nce apply to °filet-Institutions, particularly

those in a developmental phase?' What must tie,14e to bead off future
reductions before they occur? Wlat can a college do to ensure a healthy
budget five and ttn years into t17futtlfre? One mat4i-kertain: Almost
any cut can be imposed in any institution. Serviles can 1$:reduced; and
the nature of an institution can be changed; there knO acceptable
alternative to survival. It is impossible to elimina0ain substantial
reductions are required. The institution must take Ler indi-
viduals; 'positions, not people, must be reviewed. Many, ,stall; of
those responsible for operating a community collegee repared
psychologically to make cuts when wit source.i. This is
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a task for which there is little practical experience or training. The
creative management of reduction is a different and far more exacting
task than creative-leadership in a period of expansion.

Public community colleges for the past thirty years have used
planning as an attempt toward orderly expansion. Most plans have been
addressed to providing "add ons" in facilities, staff, programs, and
students for the near and long-term future. However, the process of
expansion has a high level of tolerance for miscalculations. The process
of reduction leaves little room for error. If we are to reduce the trauma
of reductions, we must provide for increased efficiency without the
economy of size. Increases in size can be accomplished at less than
average unit costeconomies per scale. Reduction can be accomplished
only at above-average unit cost, because the operations that remain must

Y 0o absorb and provide the servicesthat,t,lave been eliminated.
Those in positions of executive leadership will clearly have to

acquire greater management skills. Managerial styles predicated on
short-range paternaliim and ego gratification will have to be replaced by
actions that ensure,long-range institutional survival. The impulse to "do
dr right thing" for faculty and staff in salaries, fringe benefits, and work
load have to be tempered by ,a long-term view of the most effective
'distribution of available resources to achieve thesoals of the institutions.
As the pressures on the college to become an agency for employment
rather than an agency for the delivery of educational services grow,
executive leaders will need to become increasingly cautious in their
allocation of resources.

Expeiditures_ for personnel are on the rise and have come under
critical review by the public. The programs that house such personnel
should be reviewed and their right to continued existence justified.
Criteria for evaluation should be developed that enable the college to
rank its programs in order of their significance to the goals of the
institution and the community. While costs per credit or weekly student
contact hours are important variables, other factors for instance, the
ratio of student applicants to openings, local manpower projections,
success in job placement or transfer, student attrition in courses and
curricula, average length of time for graduation, age and turnover o&
faculty, and effect on other programs and coursesare equally imppr-

.tant4 Priority setting for curricula is faculty role, but it must be sup-
ported by an information-gathering system that is capable of supplying
necessary data. The final ranking of curricula is a joint venture of faculty
and administrators. It is extremely difficult to decide which curricula
should be offered within the parameters of available resources, but such
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a decision must be made if institutions are to deal effectively with the
phenomenon of reduced resources.

Zero-based budge4ing, a technique that is attracting attention in
higher educlation, can be a useful tool for annual validation of programs
and resources. The traditional style of budget development, based on
the previous year's budget plus additional funds, may be a phenomenon
of the past. Any increases in funding are more than offset by increased
operayng costs. Also, annual salary increases required by negotiated
contracts must be viewed as a first lien against anticipated funds All
indications pointo increasing union activity as a result of inflation and
the shrinking Rool of available jobs. Building a budget from a zero base
forces scrutiny of every college operatiOn. reinforces the need to
establish priorities for each program as the be efits of each are weighed
against its cost. While the budget should be n expression of the pro-
gram in dollars, it also represents the degree whictithe pi-ogram can
be supported within the institution's available dollars. The fantasy of
the past, that the educational program determines the budget, has been
transformed into the stark reality that the budget t drives the program.

Reality-baked planning will have to temberand replace our pre-
vious mans ernent psyc ology of more students, tter equipment,
more su fewer teach' and working hours, a d more services.
Thefive-year plan devised o Ily for rationalii g growth seems to
be more an exercise in self-in gence than a realistic plan. Reality-,
based planning will require a different process from that used in the
past. Administrators will need to develop a series of alternatives de-
signed to meet a variety of possibilities, any one of which could become a
reality. The political realities of public community collegesdependent
on year-by-year appropriations of state and local funds, usually con-
firmed late in the fiscal yearalmost mandate option planning if the
harmful effects of-chaos and precipitous decision making are to be
minimized.

Research designed to yield accurate,and timely data will be critica
in the budget process. The external requirements for data will confirm
to increase as greater state control intrudes on local autonomy. The
ability to aggregate and interrelate data adapted to institutional goals
will be a management prerequisite: A permanent planning group might
enhance this process. The-size and nature of the group will vary from
institution to institution; depending on the size and complexity of the
college. Members should represent broad gneral areas in tlk college
and be as -tar removed from narrow vested i'nter'ests as possible. A
planning perspective with the gi-eatest possible objectivity is desired.
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The competition for public dollars will increase the pressures for
accountability. As community colleges increasingly are required to jus-
tify their need for tax dollars, more and better data will be needed to
support fiscal claims. While e must continue to rely on quantitative
data, we must also work for t e acceptance of community college educa-
tion as a process, much of which'cannot be translated into quantitative
terms. The problems created by reduced resources is a common issue.
Our success or failure in the future will depend on Our present day
priorities. I.

Herbert M. Sussman is cha'ncellor of the San francisco >

Community College District. He is immediate past president

of New York City Conmiunity College and has held

executive positions in community colleges kn New York

and Pennsylvania.
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"Planning and reallocati " and "pruningland grafting:
form two promi,cing a1pr4ches to reducing the cost of the

academic trogran ihen .reductious are inevitable.

/ . recjmced
, tesourc iind ihe .,

academic program t ,

, . .
richard decosmo

0#':kis not difficul depict a scenario fo,f,,- ajlinstitution facing a reduction
in resources. A frequent response is to curtail, oc, at least to limit, the
number of jirogra courses- that are developed. The curtail-
mein bfew progra ay occur at the state level, the local level, or
both. State operativs have a tendency &e-act in almost- a knee-jelk
fashion. In Illinois an elaborate system of program designations, de-
ve oped according to geography, serves to limit local program develop-
me ven though local, taxpayers piy the lion share of luzfosts, the
trja be deprived 9f programs through this pattern of geographical
restrictio'n. Flowever, these ,sa(ne tarayers are indirectly supporting

...

these same programs in, Other regions If the state. As a xesult of theset
geographical restrictions, young institutions have fewer programs than .

oldsorts:in such a system the needs offhe local community takea back
seat to the total manppwex needs of the business-industrincommunities
and the machinations of agency bureaucratsin distrikuting prograrhs ti.
meet thes-e-Nki eds. Such a system rarely re onds effectively to emerging

, .
----- . .

New Difdi7s.for Community Colleges, 22, Summer 1978
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(or predicted) needs, because these needs cannot easily be made to fit
some predetermined state plan.

However, even without the weight f an overbearing, omni-.
present state bureaucracy,, many colleges choose to forgo curricular
changes on their own. Aecause enrollmentsare static of decreasing and
funds are-limited, colleges argue that the money needed to add new
programs and courses to their inventory is pimply not available. For
many institutions that is an accurate assessment. As finances are
squeezed harder, pressure mounts to limit all expenditureis to those seen
as discretionary. Money spent on equipment, supplies, institutional
maintenance, and management is reduced in favdt of increasing salary,
energy, and commodity costs. Academic programs requiring high
equipment outrus will suffer under such a policy. Equipment becomes
worn or obsolete. This conditiOn leads inevitably to a deterioration of
program. quality and a further softening of enrollMent. Lowered en-
rollments exacerbate finintial problems. Community colleges have
enough. difficulty keeping pace with the changing technology in their
laboratories and classrooms without the added problems broughton by
dwindling finances. Faculty members cannot be expected to perform at
optimum proficiency under such conditions as these, regardless of the
salary they are paid. As program enrollments decline, an automatic
reaction is to "retrench" course offerings: Courses offered each semester
are offered once a year and alternated for day and evening students.
Such a procedure necessarily furthers the enrollment decline.

Even though thereis great interest in nontraditional programs,
they are offered only-when they reduce costs,sin periods of declining
resources. Independent-study nodes abouria, but nothing is done to
make these the effective delivery syst They could be. Student comple-
tion rates are low, and attern at measuring cost effectiveness.are
stymied by physical and t,empQr,al barriers. In all but a few colleges,
resources needed for,develripment are meager at best. A sizable invest-
ment is neede tdeliver high-quality nontraditicinal instruction, and
the resou s for such an investment simply do not.exist. Many colleges
they re use the more "conservative" autotutoria,1 method as

te for time- and place-free programs of riOttraditional study. In gen-
-"yetal, then, because of the costs involved, nontraditional courses are easy

targets for elimiriation in a declining fiscaferivironment. Programs for
"nontraditional" students are also easy prey in a fiscal reduction. Debates
about who should go to college are on the increase, and they Call into
questiottlhe open-door admissions philosophy of the community ca.>.
lege. Since many of these "pew" students are not "suited" for college; so

5t1
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the argument goes, why should scarce resources be used to "salvage"
them? The voices of those favoring education for only.the most able
seem to be increasing in volume as finances become tighter. With the
advent of reduced resources, community collegetoften "retreat" to the
traditional two-year-college curriculum-career programs that already
exist thereby abandoning important elements of their corn prehenshe
mission.

Other academic programs, such as teacher and learner support
services, can suffer in a time of retrenchment. Media dev'elopment and
the use of audiovis aterials may be reduced or eliminated. The
purchase of library materia 'both book andnonbook, is often a target
of reduction. Tutoring services and other developmental activities may
be reduced or eliminated unless separate, nondiscretionary financial
support is received by the institution.

The extent of these effects, of course, will vary according to the
actual financial condition of the institution itself. The more severe the
financial problem, the more deeply the academic program will suffer.
Institutions that permit this scenario to be played out to its fullest extent,
even with some variation, will soon find themselves stagnant. Extreme
measures will be neede to. bring them back trilife,

new approaches to program change
-

Faced with a reduction in resources, two-year colleges must re-
ducef' the cost of the academic program. Two of the more promising
approaches are "planning' and reallocating" and "pruning and graft-
ing." These approaches are described below.

Planning and Reallocating. In the past, community colleges have
changed to meet newly discoVered needs by simply adding programs,
courses, or services. When the finances of an institution are inadequate
to permit change through addition, the institution is faced with a prob-
lem of how to meet the changing needs of students and communities.
The only way to keep Pace is.to realloc-ate the money that is available.
This involves the reexamination of institutional goals and objectives, the
development of a monitoring system to assess institutional functioning,
and the implementation of a systematic approach to long -range plan-
ning. The goal is to avermr at least to deal creatively with retrenchment
should it be necessary in the academic program

One approach to the reallocation of fiscal rescivces is the long-
range-planning approach"; br operations analysis (Maier and Kolka,,1973).
Operations analysisIlloss the institution to assess where it is rukv as
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against where it wants to go in the future and to plan techniques to move
toward achievement of its goals. In short, the institution eValuStes exist-
ing programs, to-determine hoy well they fUrtheits specific goals, and
develops an action plan that w ill allow it to move in the desired direction.
This plan should encompass all aspects of the insutution policies,
procedures, programs, services, and staffand should organize the
academic and administrative units of the college in pursuit of its goals.
As a technique for change, it is gradual. The, time required to develop
the goals and subgoals to guide the action plai is considerable. Also, a
monitoring system must be established to measure the movement, to:
ward the established goals.

one
the achievement of the goals is not

expected to occur w ithin one year, the objectives accomplished each year
can be examined and corrective action taken when the desired progreis
is not achieved.

Another possible approach is organizational analysts (Parden,
1977). This t&hnique also begins with an assessment,6 programs pres-
ently in place. Stiff are asked to define each program in terrilis of its
ideal metliodOlogy and results. This statement of the ideal is then com-
pared with the results from the assessment. Finally, several key elements
of each program are synthesized/somewhat as follows:

1. What purpose does the program serve?
2. When was the program initiated and for what purpose? What

has been the history of its growth and development?
3. Can the program be operated in a less elaborate manner and at

a lower cost? What reduction in services would result?
1. 'Can it be combined With another activity?
5. Can it be reorganized so as to provide greater services at the

.-same -cat?

6. Canit be expanded to better meet emerging needs?
Armed with this inforination, decision make'rs can begin to eliminate,
reduce, or expand tat programs that are presently lace. This
method lends itself to-a swifter reallocation of resources t ar operations
analysis does. It enables the institution to respond on an immediate basis
to a need to reduce the costs of operation while still maintaining some
element of positive change

itRegardless of the particular13

approach chosen, community col-
leges need to determine whether they are meeting the importan needs
oftheir communities. Current and projected needs must be id ti4d
and placed in a priori, order. An inventory of an institution' present
cluster of programs a 'courses will-help staff determine whether cur-
rent offerings match present and projected needs. Also, the quality of

r
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the programs already in existence must be reviewed in order to deter-
mine their effectiveness and efficiency. Once established, this system

should be ongoing.
At Moraine Valley CoMinunity College the evaluations of e kisting

academic programs are called program malts. These audits follow the-
CIPP (Context, Input, Processes, Products) model (Stuglebeam, 1971),
with some modifications. The audit contains a thorough analysis of the
following factors: manpower needs, trends, and salaries, specific pro-
gram objectives; descriptions of faculty and student characteristics, pro-
gram and course enrollment trends; employment dates of graduates,
cost-benefit analysisCourses and programs, faCulty perfo'rmance ;

.

evaluations; periOnnance evaluation of support services', faculty and
student _evaluations of instructional space; facilities, supplies, and
equipment; student/performance in courses; and employer and
graduate evaluations of the program. Information ofthis type can reveal
the quality, the real cost, and the needs Of existing programs, courses,
and activities if quality is toliemaintained or incpeased.

Program inventories and 'audits, coupled with a statement of
institutional goals, can provide decision makers with the data needed to
tackle Fie problem of reallocating fiscal resources. They can-then decide

'which academic programs need to be phased out and which should be
retained. By comparing the goals of the institution with its program
inventory and data related to community needs, they can deiermine
program gaps and can begin to develop new programs. I fa shift in some
programs is 'required to conserve resources, they can make#uch deci-
sions on the basis of data describing their strengths, weaknesses, and 43

costs. They can make all these, and many other decisions about the
vitalite of the academic program, by utilizing information gathered in
the program audit.

Pruning and Grafting. Pruning and graftingche trimming and
consolidatiOn of courses and programs offered in a community
collegecan-result in the discovery of new resources to fund new
programs or courses considered essential to the mission of the institu-
tion. Of course, the toatrfinancial condition of the instituiion will dic-
tate whether or not such "grafting" of new curricula, into the preseni
curriculum is possible. Few institutions are experiencing the problems of
the community colleges ill the CUNY system, where drastic and im-
mediate cuts had to be made overnight to survive. The usual condition is
a gradual erosion of the financiak,condition of an institution over a
protracted period of time. Pruning and grafting must begin early in a
decline to achieve the best results.
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How are sound decisions made in pruning an grafting of the,
academic program? The following principles deserve areful attention:

1. Follow priorities2All programs, existing and proposed, should
be judged against the same priority !N. Once.priorities are determined,
it should be relatively easy to establish the importance of Will new and
existing' programs, courses, and services.

2. Strive for excelikce. High- quality programs generate institu-
tional support and enrollm(t. Resources must be- available to condUct
effective program's. Weakt) programs that are low on an institution's
priority list cannot justify ddditional funds and should be considered for
discontinuance.

3. Complement whatxists. Programs or courses should be given
serious consideration wh they complement or support programs that
are essential id meeting the objectives of the institution. For example, .

short-term, skill training for immediate employment is important to a -

sizable number of residents in the service area of a community college.
Short certificate P"-rograms might be grafted into existing programs
within the regular curriculum. Many certificate programs are eligible
for CETA (ComprehensivEmploymentand Training Act) participat
tion on either an individual or class-size basis. Programs,of this type can
attract students not otherwise interested in college attendance and can
lead to their enrollment in related programs.-

4. Avoid conzpetition Competition should be avoided with other
community agencies olyinstitutions and among the programs in a col-
lege. In other words, avoid duplication of services and programs.

5. Pay attention to costs and benefits. Programs and services with :
unfavorable ratios-(low bend-totshigh costs) should be considered as
areas for pruning; Those with nigh costs and important benefits can be
retained but should be viewed as candidates for cost cutting.

6. Examine prospictsl-or generating funds. Courses and prelgrams
that attract more income than they consume.generate funds for other

.projects. Only programs, courses, or services relatively high on the
priority list of an institution should draw funds from its discretionary
resources. All seRices should have as their aim the production dr re-
sources derived through improving the academic programs of the
'college.

7. examine enrollment trends. Many community colleges have ex-
perienced-growth in'career programs while transfer program enroll-
inents have decreased. Enrollment projections,can help to predict where
budget cuts may need to be made and additional resources allocated.

4
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Full-time staff in one area can be permitted to decline through attrition
if the warning signals are seen far enough in advance. Where a down-
ward trend is unexplainable, some effort may be needed to "correct" the
decline through special recruitment or retention efforts.

The mix and weight of these considerations may vary somewhai
in any one decision. They are not so much parts of a formula as they are
suggestions to prod thought. The decision-making process it political
and therefore subject to a variety of pressures from a variety ofsources.
The more serious the consequences, the greater the pressUre that will.be
applied. Only by focusing on some "objective" criteria can decision
makers, avoid yielding to ,pressures that may be shoitsighted or
serf-serving.,

conclusion

Even though the financial resources of most communitrfolleges
,are not what they once were, most colleges. still -.01!ri maintain the
dynamism of their early years. Clearly, howler, the side of growth must
be reduced somewhai, and new approaches to teaching and learning
mustbe found. Special attention must be given to techniques that can be
used tOssess institutional effectiveness and to develop clear objectives
that will guide institutional operations. For most colleges there is still
time to deal with diminished resources. However, if theiituation man-
ages to ntrol the college, if the steady drift to stasis is allowed to occur,
and if college administrators are lulled. into thinking that somehow
thi ill work out, community colleges will gradually drift into seVity
without the benefit of a middle age. Their future in American higher
education depends on a strong institutional reseirch,program, common
sense, courage, and a stubborn` desire to fulfill the essential mission of
the community college. .
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Administrators faced with the task of reducing resources for

student services should design a system of accountability for

use in the decision and allocate resources and evaluate the

results accordingly.,

reduction and.
student services

bane e. mafsbri:

Student personnel services, however defined, have been an integral part
of communijy .colleges since,,their inception some three quarters of a
century ago. Historically, 'th; term student personnel has been used to
define a broad collection of activities, including but not limited to the
following: admissions and records, counseling, student activities and
government, financial `aid, placement, and health services. Recently, a
broader term, slucle.-' nt 4evelopment, has been introduced; this new. term
suggests a widef concern for the total developinent of students and an
attempt to bridg about 4. more integral relatiOnship between student
personnel services and the other sectors of the college, especially the .-
instructional dimension (Millert,and Prince, 1976). In line with this new
emphasis, student personnel programs, in conimunity colleges haie be-
come more diversified and now often include personal development
courses (focusing of career, choices and involving direct contact with the

-faculty..,in attacking students' learning problems and disabilities);
nonetheless, the staff inembers at most colleges still look upon the

New Directions for CoinmuniteM ges, 22, Summer 1978
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student personnel program as something separate andipart from the
instructional program and not really central tiS. the major purposes of the
institution. 10.

The official acceptance of student services in community colleges
. (as evidenced in statements of overall purpose) on an organizational

leyel has been something of a mixed bag. It has protected student
personnel from a concerted attack by other sectors of the college, but it
has also blurred the need for establishing and maintaining some system
of accountabil . When the question of assessing the quality of services
has been raised student personnel practitioners too often have re-
sponded that such assessment is practically impossible, because the ef-
fectiveness of the tasks performed is extremely difficult to.quantify or
measure. Justification for increases in staff and services has been based
on the assumption that growing enrollments call for moAaff and

6
additional services of the type already being offered. In other words, the

,) response of institutions to rapidly increasing enrollmeTs in the late
1g60s and early 1970s was mainly "more of the same" rather than a
critical analysis of the services offered and an evaluation o heir out-
conies as a basis for planning. , _

Novo there is emerging a new era of concern for outcomes, to a
great extent sparked by diminishing resources and reduced growth in
_both the number of &lieges andthe size of enrollments. In the ensuing

.410
search for areas of potential ec nomy, po% erful new pressures are being
applied on' the college to justify expenditures 'in all areas, including
student personnel. As a result, student personnel staffs across the coun-
try are faced with the necessity of designing an assessment system that
can provide suitabli guidelines for adapting both staff and services to
the new adversit,: . s

target for reduction

. In tI4 absence of an effect valuation systema system for
determining the contribution of student personnel services to the
achievement of an institution's goalsstudent personnel services are
too often selected as'an early target 'when the college is lopking for areas
to cut. At New York.City Community College, for example, the very

° survival of student services was threatened when a succession a budget
cuts tested the priorities of the institution (Sussman, 1977). Other exam-
ples can be found across the country here student services became an
early focus of retrenchment because, in the judgment of administrators,
it could absorb major cuts without showing many adverse effects. At the

6'
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same time, a sect'. rity provision was i effect; that is, by cutting stu
services, administrators could avoid to pering with tl nstructional
program, which is viewed by many as the most crucial a 4 essential
service offered by the community college. Obviously, this approach is
based on a somewhat restricted view of the comprehensive functions ofa
community college. For example, without some .special mechanism for,
distributing students among appropriate instructional programs, the
open-door admissions policy would undoubtedly lose some bf its effec-
tiveness. Such essential functions as admissions, records, registration,
determination of need for financial aid, and counseling Customarily
belong to the tudent personnel area and must be performed. They
cannot be drast ally curtailed or reduced without affecting the effi-
ciency, not to mention the effectiveness, of the college.

To prescribe a systematic method trenchment is unwise and
illogical unless the college is viewed as a total entity rather than a
collection of disparate parts. Rather than considering retrenchment,
administrat%s might more productively consider alternate methods of
allocating the total resources df the college in order to increase or at least
maintain araesirable level of productivity. This assumes, however, that
there are reasonably valid means of measuring the productivity of
community collegenot an easily verifiable assumption.

Withaivell-designed statement of philosophy, accompanied by a
descriinion of the goals and objectives agreed upon by significant seg-
ments of the college community, the college maybe able to develop_ a
plani, for .operating with 'decreased resourcesa plan that may ulti-
m ely contribute to the efficiency ,of the college; This process will ,

r uire a basic reconsideration of the college's mission and a careful
ppraisal of the resources available to impleinent that mission.

planning for positive change

A student personnel staff faced with the task of planning for a.1re

reduction in resources has several optiops, not all of them mutually
eIclugive. A first and certainly not desirableoplion would be to adjust
the levels of spending in an "across Ae-Board" fashion, based on the
assumption that all services contribute in equal amounts to the prbduc-
tivity of the college.It seems doubtful that this assumption could be
validated to the satis tion of all the major decision-making groups in
the college. Another bssible course of action would be to allow.staff to
make decisions about elimination or modification of positions or services
in aecord with their personal preferences or interests. This approach is

0
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-"'probablylhe least desirable, since there is no assurance that the needs of
the institution will receive primary consideration. A better approach
must therefore be found for determinhere nature and level of invest-
ment of institutional resources in the area of student persOnnaservices.

A first step suggested is to design a system o accountability that
can be used to assist in the decision-making process the allocation of
resources on the basis of decision outcomes, and the evaluation o
benefits fouhconting irm the entire precess. SUch a system is predi-
cated on the defirf on of a series of needsneeds that are integrally
related to the ove 11 goals and objectives of the college. Implicit in this
design is a descrip on of the target populations to be served, including
a profile of their cognitive and affective characteristics.

The next step is to assess.the environment within which'educa-
tional activities are1to be designed: the community climate or attitude
towardthe college, its financial support patterns, and the political forces
impincling on it from within atid outside. It is within these environmen-
tal constraints that student personnel services must plan and implement
programs and activities. Since environmental factors that are restrictive
or inimical to student personnel services will seriously limit their con-
tribution to the goals of the college, the environment must beistudied
and analyzedr- perhaps through the methodology of anthropology and
sociometrics.

Given a reasonably adequate assessment of the educational needs
of the target pOpulations of the college and a recognizable picture of the
college environment, one can develoRa statenient of goals and objectives
for student personnel services. These go4ls must be internally consistent
and congruent with those of the total college. Too often, goals and
objectives in student persoyel services are developed independently
from those of the other major sectors of the college, especially the
instructional area. A usefUl startg point would be to pose the question
"How can the expertise of the stffdent personnel staff contribute to the
achievement of the overall purposes of the College?*This does not imply
that student personyel services have only a supportive function, but it
places a central focus on t he instructional programs, which piimary
to the mission of the co ege.

Statements of goals and ,objectives for community college's fre-
tquently are developed earfy in the history of the institution and often do

not receive periodic review arid revision. Student' personnel services
.-,oft,en neglect to define the goals and objectives of, specific areas or to

relate them adequately to the objectives of other areas, in'the college.
Objectives are stated in terms ordeals and not in terms of outcomes that

cei
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can be measured. If a tems approach to program development is to be
even 'moderately successful, objectives must be stated in ,terms of the
outcomes they produce. Without this behavioral approach, there is no
way to determine the extent to which goals and objectives are being
accomplished. In other words, the real difference that student personnel,
services make in contributing to the "success" of the college must be
made clear.

The process of determin,ing goals and objectives in student
services is of paramount importance in the-reduction process. The
statement of objectives and the programs desi ned to lead to their
achievement co titute the "raw mateNfii material" for setti g priorities. Without
priorities, a ratio I, considered process of reduction is impossible: The
need for reduction does not occur independently within the various
sector of the college but strikes at the total institution. For this reason,
priorities must be determined first at the college level; the,n4each sector
must determine its priorities within the larger framework. Broad par-
titipatiopt by the total staff of the college is highly desirable to the

riority-setting process. Ultimately, the governing board will be re-
q ired to assume responSibility for the decisions by whiCh the college sets
its course; but if the base of input into this decision process is made as

. , broad as possible, understanding and acceptance of the decisions are
more likely to-result. Differences of opinion among the staff abOut the
ranking of services and programs for reduction are inevitable, but if
.effcgts can be made to resolve these 'differences and reach consensus
early in the decision process, staff morale and performance should be
maintained at an acceptable level.

. matcliirig students, programs, and staff

Withirethe student personnel arta careful consideration must be
given to adjustingprograms in response to the changing student popula-

4 tion. Such changes as the following are now taking place in community
colleges: - . -

1: Shifts in, age patterns, from' a large .concentration of high..
..,school graduates to those who have already had substantial work experi-

ence; the average age of:Community college students now ranges from
27 to 30 years.

2. An increasing proportion of women, many of them with little
or no work experience. ,.

3. An increasing number of persons who must either make shifts
in their career direction or seek entirely new.cayeer skills. ..

.
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14:
A larger proportion of part-time students who do not want to

enroll' full time because their needs and interests do not involve a
prolonged commitment to higher education.

5. Increased attention to handicapped students and "senior citi-
zens," who bring different needs to the college than the more traditional
student populations.

In short, the' so-called "-new student," so amply described in the
literature in recent yen's, has now become the typical student. Although
the extent of thesehese changevaries from college to college, there is clearly
a national tr_e9d in the directio f community - based, performance-
oriented education in co unity colleges across the country.

-These changesfae significant implications for the swden
sonnel services that community colleges need to develop to eel the
different ttducational needs of these groups. Because of their close
involvement with the entry and exit of students, and because of their
shared responsibility with instruction for the Maintenance and survival
of students; student services must play a special role in the assessment of
student needs and'the design of.educational experiences to meet these
needs. Another implication is the need to develop some type of system
for differential staffing. With the increase in nontraditional students h4f04
come a marked increase in the employment of paraprofessionals in tll

A areas of student personnel. Peer-counseling progrems are on thein-
crease, and there has been a marked diminution in One-tO-one counse1-7_
ing services, with more attention given to group counseling activit

There is a definite relationship between these trends and the
reduction process, because new and redirected skills are required to
assist nontraditional students, and existing staff may not have the re-
quired skills without retraining and staff development efforts4 careful
and comprehensive inventory of4the 'capabilities of the current`staff
should be undertaken as part of the reduction-planning process. The
requimments of innovative programming to accommodate the needs of .

the changing stucant population must, of course, receive prime consid-
eration. The tenure system and any limits imposed on hiring and re-, s'

irenchment by collective bargaining agreements may inhibit the extent cA:

to which staff resources can be matched with programmatic needs. The
limits imposed by institutional constraints.mustbe recognizecland cop-
ing strategies developed to the,greatest possible meat. The lorogram
structure should reflect the relationship of student services and activities
to the goals and objectives 6f the college. This may result in the realloca-
tion of some activities, with a consequent realignment of programs in the
organizational structure.
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T real Priorities.of a college are ,reflected in its budgetary,
decisiOnst Most community colleges budget student services by usingthe
previous year's allocation_as 'a starting point a'hd adding to it by some
more or less rationally established criteria. Recently there 14s been a,
move award prograrn budgeting, in which resources are allocated ac-
cording to established and justified program needs. Although this ap-
proach does not meet the requirements ofa "zero-based" system, it does
relate expenditures to anticipated outcomes and does tend to minimize
the influence of vested interests in the college. The assumption that a
particular service or activity shourd automatically be funded at the same
level, or higher, from one year to the next does not constitute a valid
basis for budget decisions. 'The use of program budgeting makes it
possible to display more clearly the relationship between input and
output in student services. Such a procedure has a special significance
in planning for reduction, because it allows one to estimate the'entct
of reduced support levels in the achievement ut program goals and
objectives.

As a plan for reduction is developed and implemented, .some
m'eans of measuring its impact on the efficiency and effectiveness of
student services should be available in order to facilitate modificationA.
and changes. Rather than eliminatinror reducing student services with-
out the benefit of data related to then4etxtcomes, administrators should,
attempt to measure the effectiveness of such programs given various
levels of funding. Then, and only then, can a good decision be made
about,.the future shape of student services: .

Students now seeking services from the community collee need
and deserve the best efforts on the part of the college to develop appro-
priate programsto meet their needs. Anything less than an all-out ef-
fort would deny the promised 'commitment of the community college to
the postsecondary education systeni in the United States, Reduced re-
sources make it more difficult to succeed in achieving its mission. Hoiv-
ever, with the mustering of the creative potential of those dedicated to
the community college philosophy, even reduction may provide the
mitive and the means of improving community college student person-
nel programs.
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By developing alternative options for accomplishing its

mission and examining the cost electiveness of'these

alternatives; decision-makers can act efficiently rather than

reacting frantically to budget crises.
.

th.e dilemma of
reducediresources:
action or reaction

james 1. wattenbarger

Recently institutions have encountered a dilemma of reduced resources,'
caused by'two major factors: first, a reduced or static enrollment, which
provides less money to the -college; second, a reduced real income,
resulting from inflation, increased obstsef trperation, and/or increased
costs of basic items such as utilities, maintenance, and interest charges.
These reductions result in the need to approach budget developmenton
an entirely ,new basis. The process of taking. last, year's budget and
adding an anticipated surplus in order to produce a new budget is no
longer adequate. A more rigO?ous planning process must be instituted.
This planning process may take one of two possible apFiroachet: action
or reaction. .

An action ,approach is a productive approach. The collpge
reexamines its basic mission and objectives and develops alternative
actions for one of several future directions. The options are multiplied
by information and time. Examination of these alternatives and their

New Directions for Community Colleges, 22; Summer 1978
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cost effectiveness pros ides more decision- making information than was
available to thecollege in the past. The college therefore can select and
implement the best alternatives.

In contrast, a reaction approach is much more tentatiselyhased.
and often totally unplanned: The college moves from one crisis to
another and does not adequately address the long-range effects of its
actions "Reactions" are often made from an off -balance position and are

411,

the result of a high-pressure, often volatile, situation. Even if the results
of an "action" are the same as the results of a "reaction," the overall result
of reacting in an unplanned manner may destroy the planning proce-
dures of the college.

It is the basic premise of this discussion -that the -community
college is 'most,successful in carrying out its -mission r-an d in coping with
reduced resourcesif its activities are the result of a planned institu-
tional program of action, The process of planning has been discussed by
many writers. .Bushnell (1973) lists three models: research, social in-
teraction, and problem so n$. From a synthesis of pese models, he
suggests a problem2Solvinfstrategy made up of six steps. (1) diagnosing (

the probleni, (2) formulajing objectives and criteria of effectiveness, (3)
identifying constraints and needed resources, (4) selecting potential

Asolittions, (5) evaluating these alternative solutions, and (6) implement:
ing the selected alternatives within the college system.

When this strategy is applied to a specific college situation, there is
a basis for an "action," which should result in positive' procedures for
coping with reduced resources. The first step in Bushnell's strategy must
necessarily follow a reexamination of the mission .a,nd goals of the col-
lege. Based uppn that mission, a diagnosis of the problem may be made
and corrective step Identified.. t

Several "action" alternatives can be considered in light of the
'mission and goals of the college. Teachingand aaministrause faculty
might be .reduced.,, faculty productivity increased; programs curtailed,
refocused, or consolidated; income increased by identifying new sources
of funds; or College efficiency and effectiveness improved through
reorganizing the rnanagemekt structure. Some guides it applying these
alternatives q1ayibe-reful.

4, .

-A,

increasing ficulty*productivitt' .

A
.

Even prior to the onset
4

of ,decliining resoUrces, some colleges
sought ways o increaS'ing4prOductisity example, through modifi=. :cations of The cture-di usiion pattern instruction,... in order to

- enrich the irtruc ional rain. However, i they are not rip% in
.
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deterioration of thekluality of instructionarid in resentment among
faculty members, such modifications must be made within the
framework of an organized program of staff and Program develop-
ment Increasing faculty pl'oducti%ity is dangerous to quality control in a
"reaction" mode. If can be accomplished best in an "action- modeone
not driven merely by financial expediency.

Another way of increasing faculty produrtnity is to.extend exper-
tise through technical improvements in teaching. The expertise of
faculty is made available to a larger group of studts through video=
tape, individualized-learnin% packets, closed:ciraut television, and
other autotUtorial devices. These methods save money if they are
planned care-fully and used widely dyer an extended penod of time. If
The implementation process is not can:dully planned, however, short-run
costs may actually exceed those encumbered in the traditional instruc-
tional methodology.

reducing full-time faculty

Some colleges ha% attempted to save resources by etnploying
part-time faculty in greatli)numbers.The factthat five part -time faculty
may teach as many classes as one full -time faculty member with hilf the
salary cost has encouraged some colleges to betorne heavily dependent
upon this method of conser% ing resources. Eyenifqu'ality is maintained,
academic responsibilities other than monitonngl classroom are either
left undone or loadd on top of full-time faculty. Obviously. A proper
balance between full-time and part -tune faculty requires careful plan-
ning and implementation. Such planning-can sav resources and still
maintain control over quality.

In!a study of the methods used for reducing staff in higher
education institutions, Sprenger and Schultz k 1974) reported the follow-
ing methods in order ofirequenc). not filling Acancies-, terminating
nontenured faculty, terminating part-time tactile), terminatipg teach-
ing assistants, encouraging early retirement, giving seniority to teoul4ed
faculty, reassigning faculty, and applying performance standards. As
one can easily see, these fneihods all appear to be part f a reaction
rather than an action mode. Planned action -would draw, aringly from
these procedures.

assessing community needs

Most colleges do not assemble sufficient information to enable
them to make sound decisions related to the academic program. Needs

lzr
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asseAment is a new technique to many institutions. Continuous analyti-
cal investigation of community edUcational needs will provide a college
w,ith a realistic basis fOr establishing new programs, maintaining existing
ones, and ctil-tailinglr, phasing' out those in lowest priority. The
techniques and procedures of sound needs assessment require that the
college'provide resources within its existing structure to undertake tho,',Ls
activity contindoaly rather than occasionally. A research unit is a neces-
sky. The Managerhent Information System (MIS) provides a beis for
cost analysis by program and therefore beComes an index of cost effec-
tiven as well. i the needs assessment studies identify the need for
foul' ntalssis is per year.in the immediate geographical area, and
the co analysii shows that the dental assistant program costs 2.75 times
as mu as the nursingrogram, gnd that 75 percent of those prepared
as d tal assistants are working as assistants in physicians' offices rather
than in dentists' offices,,the college will need to examine very carefully
the advisabil ity of continuing the present limit on the nursing prokrana.

._- arid continuing the dental assistant program at its current level of en-
Ati rollmeneComprehensive information permits the college to make bet-

ter decisions about college operations and the budget on a basis of
-. planned direction.

developing new resources'

Many colleges have given little attention to organizing a program
of resource development. Grants are developedas 'a specific categorical
aid, and colleges often modify their prOgrams and mission in order to
receive grant funds. Such an approach to proposal writing may be best
described as "reactive" rather tban "active!' A well-developed program
of resource development should include the:following elements (Young,
1977):

1. Institutional plannfliThere must be a delibeiate plan to
match-the institution with guidelines and priorities of available grant
programs.

2., Institutional. decision making and support. The college should
establish priorities aitong available programs and provide administra-
tive support and resource allocation to thoset the top level in order-to
assure greater probability of 'outside funding.

. 3. Knowledge and-information. The college should ask members of
the ,professional staff to acquire up-to-date information from external
agenciesnd to apply requisite skills to interpret the college's programs,
and priorities to these, agencies.

. 1*
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4. Proposal preparation. The college should incorporate faculty.
and staff skills in the planning and writing of propbsals that are conso-
nant with the college's mission and prioritiesr

5. External relations. The college should authorize selected rep-
resentatives to promote and sell its program and proposals to the
appropriate funding sources.
If these suggestions are carefully followed, community colleges can
build successful resource development programs. The key, ow again,
is a planned program of action calculated to yield specific and demon-
strable results.

evaluating Management

Time and attention given to the study of "Management by Objec-
tives" (MBO'S) and the college administrative structure can eitter be
viewed as "busy work" or as a basis for improvement of the institution. As
students of management repeatedly hav bserved, alLprganizational
structures tend to become self-se ing. Continuing, evaluation Of the
management structure requires e same degree of attention as was
emphasized in faculty in-servicd Programs above. When organizations
do not evaluate their own effectiveness, lines of responsibility and au-
thority may become tangled by personality differences, bureaucratic
procedures, poor communication, and misunderstandings..The need
for such evaluation is obvious, but the allocation of time and attention to
the problem is often minimal because of our current commitment to a
"reactive" (that is, crisis intervention) approach to management. "Ac-
tion", requires that Management provide continua/ opportunity and
attentiohto such evaluation. "Reaction",results in an increased number
of decisions that tend to treat the symptoms but offet no solutions to
coraect the causes.
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College administrators will require a greater sophistication

in !Inning and institutional research if they are to provide
meaningful leadership in the decade ahead.

0

*0"

aclaptingto declining
resources through

planning and research

richard t. richardson

During a period of stabilising or declining resources, institutional re-
search can help two-year colleges achieve their goals by, encouraging
them to define their objectives carefully and to, evaluate their perfor-
mance as part of a brOadly based planning4process. In the past, qiost
community colleges used planning and research-mainly for developing
new or expanded services, new programs, or ntore facilities. A growing

, dumber of colleges are now faced with a different kind of problem as
declining full-time enrollments and strong public and legislative resis-

, tans Pew programs or building are beginning to constrict growth. As ,

a result, so administrators now assume that the need for planning has
lessen nce there seems little likelihood of obtaining resources to
implement new plans.

There is a high 04 implicit in this lirie of reasoning. The chang-
ing nature of community college clientele is creating ,new demands.
Other types of instinitions,.both public and private, are, looking with.. -

covetous eyes upon functions such, as adult learning, which haie kept
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a community colleges growing while other institutions have declined. All
signs point towaul vigorous competition for the declining student pool.
If community colleges stagnate, society will turn to other institutions
only too ready to respond to emerging needs.

If colleges are to remain adaptive in a period of declining re-
sources, they must change by substitution rather than addition. That is,
if'they want toadd a new program or a new service in the absenjof new
funds, faculty and,administrators must decide what they will give up in
order to initiate the change. Change in the absence of increased re-
sources results in financial complexity. Complexity leads to pressure on
existing programs to produce greater cost benefits, thereby limiting
resources to those that are absolutely necessary to run a pr m. Thus, /
the task for administrators in the decade ahead will be ifficult

than- in the past decade and dill require a ;greater sophistication in
planning and research if they ale to provide meaningful leadership.

How do administrators decide which programs and staff to retain
without precipitating a revo tion among those affected and the unions
with which they are affili d? Is it feasible to weaken all programs in the
interests of equity, producing in the process a uniformly substandard
college, or is it better to risk the wrath of tenured faculty by retrenching
selectively to retain quality where it already exists and to prune out those ,
programs that have stopped producing? Under less dramatic cir-
cumstances, how do institutions respond to pressing demands for new
services, when they lack additional funds. but, are well supplied with
margirl programs and services which function primarily to serve the
needs of incumbent staff? These are the real issues of the 1970s and
beyond. If institutional research contributes in ti central way to provid:
ing answers to these questions, it will flourish asan integral part of the
decision-making process. If it fails to make such a contribution, it may
itself be an early victim of,retrenchment. Institutional research can best
help institutions avoid the pitfalls.of declining resources as part of a,central planning prOcess.

, Planning is So essential tp an institution's ability to change by
substitution that it must have the active involvement of the president and

itevery line administrator` who has resfonsibili for a budget. Of course,
there must be opportunities fdr faculty and studentsdents to participate, but
involvement' as such must be subordinate to the goals of defining and
implementing institutional priorities. Faculty and students are most
appropriately involved at the department and diviion 1 ; they can
a so serve bn special task forces established to deal with s involv-
in a,brdad i-ange of interests. A central-pjanning ste mmittee

1

"
1
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can be organized to supervise the planning process. It must remain
accessible and responsive to faculty and student concerns, but ultimately
the president is responsible ,fOr control of the planning process. The
primary goal of planning is to secure commitment in advance from those
who must implement plans and to ensure the most effective use of
resources. This is particularly important where the implementation of
planning may have unpleasant consequences for some members of the
college staff: ,

Planning as defined here forcesColleges fo anticipate rather than
react to crisis. It also provides the lead time necessary to minimize the,
adverse impact on individuals. If an iffilltntion becomes aware of the
need to retrench an instructor because of shifting etirollmentpatterns, it
may be able to give the instructor an opportunity to retrain in an area
where there is a need for additional services. Like any decision - making
process, planning is not governed exclusively by facts. Values are and
should be an important part of any decision. In the example cited; the
facts might reveal that resources could best be saved if an experienced

instructor were retrenched and replaced' with a new master's degree
recruit just out of graduate school. The values of most college com-
munities should, however, be geared to giving primary consideration to
retaining those who are already,members of the staff.

How does research relate to pltining, and what can it dd to.help
institutions cope with reduced resources? Hard data developed in re-
sponse,to critical issues can reduce the amdunt of time that faculty and
administrators now spend on developing deci; ion alternatives. If can
also maximize the chances that the alternatives chosen will yield greater _

cost benefits than those selected purely on the basis of subjective inclina-
tion. Institutional research is.a prerequisite for good management in a
period when pressure groups demand accountability frond institutions.

A separate office of institutional reearch represents a luxury that
40 institutions can afford. A more viably alternative could be an office

responsible for planning and research. This office could assist in,coor-
dinating theylanning process arid in ,defining and collectirig data neces-
sary to ensure that the assumptio governing planning and the results
produced by planning are as.accurate as possible. While facts and infor-
mation al6ne do not controrplanning, accuilate data are essential to good
decisions.Faculty and administratOrs need to be able to predict the
consequences of decisions in terms of human and financial resources.
They need to know Where they are in order to dwide how they are go-
ing to get to where ley think they ought to be, f hey must be able to
evaluate the results of deployifig resources in certain inlays in order to
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convince both internal and external constuencies that their institution
deserves contitniing support. In all these ways and more, institutional,
research can be central to the planning process, an fence a vital factor
In policy decisions. While community colleges need not be controlled by
the results of such studies, the data can be used to conserve resources
and to aid in the selection of the most effective alternatives.

Because planning as A proce,ss tends to be dominated administra-
tively, the research that develops from planning may best be conducted
by interested aqd competent members of the faculty, who can be given
released4ime from teaching to carry out their responsibilities. Whileon
released time, they would remain members of the faculty and of the
bargAing unit if collective bargaining exists. One member of this group
would o
may well be the president, depending on the size of the institution and
the priorities of the president. In some institutions a faculty member and
an administrAtor share responsibility for coordinating ,the planning
process. If an institution can afford to have two faculty members on
released time, the probability of maintaining continuity ishcinhanced.
There should be no planne rotation of faculty members assigned to the
4anning office. The required for a faculty member to contribute

v7ffectively i'sr; planning and institutional research are qUite rare, and the
process is too important to permit anyone to become involved solely as a
concession to paranoia about participation.

This arrangement is not suggested as at model for institutionar
research and planning. It is one way of handling these functions in a
small- or medium-sized institution. If resources,can be dedicated to this

°nil)function, the office might welt be staffed with a full-time profesSional
administrator, as is the case larger institutions. his

-however, to live faculty members wi released tim't associated with the
planning office if the research conducted and the translation of this
research into the 'Inning prpcess are to.(have credibility among all
rnstituencies. The use of a fdculty coordinator:makes adMinistrators
itnore sensitive to faculty concerns. At the same time, the faculty coor-
dinator becomes`more responsive to administrative p,Liorities:

implementing a planning process

Two years ago Northampton County Area Community College in
Pennsylvania utilized these concepts in designing a planning'process
that has contributed si nificantly to the adjuyment the college has been
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required to make to declining resources and the advent of collective
bargaining. The first step in developing the lann process was to

)employ a carefully selected faculty member to do a th rough review of 1-

all available references on planning and to attend tw workshops on the
planning process. (The major conclusion drawn from the effort was that
planning concepts are much more evident in the literature than they are
in institutional practice.) The faculty member reviewed such concepts as
Planning-Programming-tiudgeting Systems, Management by Objec-
tiv, ancl,othet highly sophisticated ap roaches; however, because of
the complexity of. these processes and t e adciitional work involved in
i mplementingthern, the college decided to invent it9own system. On the
basis trif the literature available, the following goals wer.....srdtablished:

1. Development of a visible and orde ly Oocess to help staff
understand ihe.need for change as a response reduced resources and
the contributions'required from them to ,achi ve it.

2. Identification of some degree of conlensus on the specific
changes that should occur and a corresponding commitment to achieve
them.

3. Development of controls aimed at channeling initiative and
resources into the most productive directions as an alternative to pre-
scribing,specific, behaviors for staff.

`.21. Reduction of frustration experienced when staff pursue too
many different objectives, simultaneously without preexisting agree-
ments concert-ling priorities.

5. Decentralization of decision making without a loss of ability to
`achieve goals requiring coopeittive effort.

The first step in establishing the planning process was to create a
planning steering committee, composed of the president; all adminis-
trators responsible for individual budgets; a faculty member (with re-
leased time), designated as the coordinator for planning 'and research;
and a limited number of faculty and students, selected to provide liaison
with the college senate and the student association. Several points were
emphasized in the creation of the planning process:

1. Planning is essentially an administrative process rather than a
governance process. Governance concerns itself with the ongoing life of
an institution and the decisions that control day-to-day relationships.

cPlanning, in ontrast, is the sum of the decisions that an...ins-Caution
makes to try to shape Future.

2. Every officer responsible fora budget should also be responsi-
ble for -developinea plan to establish objectives to be achieved through
the annual. budget.
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1,The annual budget is one essential outcome of the planning
process..

4.. Not everything planned can be nded; however, funds will
not be allocated to any objective that was no previously defined as part

5. Planning will be for a three-year period and will be updatpd
annually through use of evaluative information concerning the
achievement of objectives during the preceding budget period.

The planning process that emerged involved a series of steps and
specific target dates for completion of the various steps. Beyond the
creation of ttitk planning steering committee to coordinate the process,
there was a conscious effort to avoid creating additional committees or
task forces. The college's administrative structure was respOnsible for
planning, just as it was responsible for implementation.

The first step in the planning process involved the development
of institutional priorities for the three-year period. Although input was
solicited from the total college community, the office oithe president,
working with the planning and research office, identified and published
the mission statement. Trustees and the college senate were asked to
review and vote on the prioritie% in the mission statement to ensure that
they were understood and accepted. While the missiottstatement was
under review, appropriate college offices identified and disseminated,
the assumptions that would govern the planning process. This 'second
step of the planning process identified such factors as enrollment projec-
dons, estimates of revenue from all sources, and other constraints within
which plans would need to be developed. Institutional research had a
major role in providing the data which established planning assump-
ticas:N

Given a statement of instiottional priorities, along with planning
constraints, each operating unit df the college was asked to deyelop a
three-year plan. Deliberately kept as simple as possible, the plan re-
quired only a statement of objectives, thi-ough which the unit intended to
contribute to the achievement of institutional priorities, along with cost
estimates and an impact statement. The impact statement was extremely
important because it required an assessment of the plan's effect on other
areas of the college.

Once completed, three-year plans were reviewed by the planning
steeringcommittee and adopted or modified. If a plan was modified, the
procedure used was to attach approved modifications in the form of an
addendum, so that it was unnecesAry to do any rewriting of original
plans.'

.1*
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With an apprdved three-year plan, budgetary units developed
their annual plan, which replaced the budget request traditionally used
by the college in formulating the annual budget. In addition to normal ....

personnel, equipment, and related requests; units were required to state
t proposed outcOmes in measurable tents and to, provide an impact

statement. The annual plans were then reviewed id open sessions by the
planning steering committee. Prior to initiation of the planning phocess,
the review of annual budgets had always been accomplished by atlosed
hearing, involving only those administrators directly responsible for the
budget in question along with the vice-president lor administration.
These open sessions, which were related directly to the planning pro-
cess, made the entire budgetin rocedure more visible, less competi-
tive, and more ot a teanfactivi tbus contributing to theOlevelopment
pf the staff involved. The resulting budget produced fewer hard feelings
and more evidence of a direct relationship between stated institutional
priori and resource allocation. It also promoted a shared conscious-
ness rding'the need to be cost-effective because the whole institution
would be affected by careless spending. ,

Two additional refinements were added prior to implementation
of-an approved annual plan (that is, -budget allocation). First of all,
during the three-month period preceding implementation, staff mem-
bers were given an opportunity to propose revisions to the annual plan.
This, step was necessary because of the one-year period that typically
elapses between the presentation of the budget and final approval of the
allocation. During this interim sonic of the assumptions may change,
producing either more or less funds and a corresponding need for
adjustment. The second refinement concerned grant proposals. Before
the advent of a broad-based planning process, grant preparation, like
many other institutional activities, had been highly compelitive.'As a

Thcesurdiscretionary state or federal funds often were clhanneled to the
best proposal writers rather than to the areas of highest pstitutional
priority. Under the policies governing the plarming process, grant re-
quests were reviewed by the planning steerillcommittee, approved or
rejected, and then placed iri rank order asIlMermined by the priorities
of the college. This second refinement produced better grant p?Oposals
and .elitninated unwanted grants. A .
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Management insights

Two years of experience with a broadly based plifining process
where institutional research plays a central role has fished a number
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"of insights. Planning cannot produce more funds, and it will not ease the,..,
'disappointment of those who cannot implement programs that they
consider important. On the positive side, the process has had a marked
impact upon staff development: It.hag forced consideration of the im-
pact of new Programs on support services before the point was reacheyt
where such services were required, and it has forced staff to be cost -
conscious. It has made t1ue planning process visible and accessible, even
though most faculty continue to avoid planning-unless their interests are
centrally involved. At the samesime, there is greater awareness of the
need for planting; complaints about the velocity'of change, as well as,the
extent to which the need for change has be-en substantiated, have cliP,
minished or entirely disappeared: r'n short, the.planning process'seeMs

- to. tiave provided Theiools needed to deal with a situation.kery different
from the conditions existing When the institution was founded ten vans

. ago. The-planning process, supported by the activities of institutional
,research; offers institutions an important *emotive to manage tent by
crisis in dealing with the challenge of reduced resources.

s,
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A vast potential remains for continued'growth in

community college enrollments but developing this potential

requires cooperative p114ning and new articulation

arrangements with other institutions.

\- _

4

growth through
positive planning

-doi-Othy m.

Community colleges now appear determined to respond effectively to
the expectation of reduced resources in the ,1980s, ji..st as they re-

. to increasing demands fpr postsecondary', educational oppor-
tuniiy in the 1960s. The point of view taken here is that there remains a
vast potential for continued growth in enrollment in community col-
leges, if goals for equal access and opportunity are 'to be achieyed, and
that-Ile financial resources to support such growth are still a dependent

- variable in- planning. Changes in public confidence in'higher education
as an instrument for economic mobility the goodlife will'undoubt-
edly have an effect On theavailability of fi ancial resources for further
grovAh in the community colleges.,Such confidence is reflected both in
voting behavior with respect to taxes and bond issues and.in willingness
tp pay On the basis of services repdered by community colleges (that: is,

G tuition and fees).

3

context for proactive planning .
. .

. . i .
.

Certain societal corwl itionsioinnot be ignored, even in a planning
.

. mode that is. more prOactive tf??1 reactive. First, the number off' young
.

I , 1 N
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4. , \peylple in the pool from which college 'Stu' denis hsase bee-ii-tritirtionally
drais n will be smallertwilfe:1198ds.,Biilltriates d'echned in the ea-dy(1960s.
and'shQw li tle esi8Ace of increasing ,ag=ain fob middle-class farnilei.
The small I of potential students will exacerbate 4)rtain othe=
conditions, which in themselves might lead fewer traditional
student,s,that is, recent high schodl graduales'enrolling Rill time in

- .

degree and certificac prograirns7 to enroll in community colleges:
Stucteru ..hd Th ugh the 'federal Basic Educational Opportunity

Grant_Program and of e iieedibasedlai51isfograins, many-students who
previously enrolleittin c dirnunitrcolleges for financial reasons w ill .be
able to atteiid.their` fir t choice ;of college or uniNersity as freshmen.
Studies have-shown that mangy voting people enroll in a communitya

`si

college for lower-division work mainl% bedusethe cost is low and they
lack funds for tuition and subsisidiri at other is pesb f insutuBons. With
the differential in-costs between tomMunil) colleges and four-year
institutions decreasing, and rith new, need" -based financial aid airailable,
community colleges may expect4to.lose students'in the growing compeu-
tion for students among various types of insiituuons. -

Private i' ocattorial Schools. Various factors are making pt i) ate N oca-
tional-schools stronger competitors than in the past for students with

..
occupational objectises,These,factors include the.new aid a%ailable to
students attending such schools. their reptitonf or"no-frills" curricula
and good job placement, and their new partnership in 3?ospecondary

as evidenced ley their, representation on state-le) el boards and
oomni4sions for planningtaild coordination. ,

Student Affirmative ,i4 coon.. Community colleges' are expenenang
increased competition in the recruitment of ethnic and racial minorities
as the result of mandated affirmative action prams in four-sear

,
colleges and uniNersitie\, I nstitlitions that formerly sought transfer stu-
dents sk ho successfully completed community college propgrarns aje rtow
recruiting fre shmen from the same limited poollpf inteirested minpnty- .. ,

students from which the community colleges draw then-studgnts. Be -. '
cause of the increased asailability of4need-based aid and special state-
funded programs for the disad) antaged. rninont% students apparently
are being redistributed am4ng_the N ahous types of postsecondary in-
stitutions, sk ith a resulting loss of students from the community colleges. ,

Remedial:on In the past, large numbersrof high shoal graduates,
who 'were deficient iti the hasic skills deemed necessary for" college work
enrolled in communiti, colleges for remedial or deselopitnental courses
and programs While making lip deficiencies, they usually,completed
lower-division requirements f9r transfer before they enrolled in bac-
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,

calaureate institutions. Recent!), how e%er, the latter insuytions hase *.,
. shown nes . interest in offering remediauon forfirsCume freilimen,who,

are otherwise qualified for admission, at the same time, dive insu9utions
are considering the adoption ornesbv requirements for the'demonstra-
don of competent) in basic skills at entry to the Upper di%ision. Such
hinges are liked to result in the ch%ersion of additional students froth
the ,communin. collegesstudents. preiouslF .required to enroll in ,

two-year colleges because of skill, deficiencies, as well as students d'e:
terred bv the testing requirement at the point oftran'sferr the upper-
d*ision ley.el. -.1

, .

-. Career Education 'Baccalaureate mstitutions are beginning to 1-,e-, ,. ,

spcindt6the;increased interest of students In career education, as ei-
d .degced ti) their increasing enrollments in bu,siness and commece

= curricula, engineering, and health- related 'fields, and decreasing in- ,

%- terest in til2eeal arts majors. The institsutional response also in.21.es=the
' , *.,, de%elopment, 6f new prOgrams designed to prepare studnts f r a'

7, , employment !ter eoinpleung the bacca aureateaegree, often'in fiefs
where cbmmunit%.colleges ha%e offered, the as ',ate degree.' Since -
transfer froin the cornrnunit)*c°11eie jrito j ccalaureateprograln is
discouraged because of ijcsor aruculautn o ifr, reei-relatecicourses,its.u....,--
den is w ho.in the past would have enrolled , n a communal, college a%,
npw opt for career education th the four ear institution in order to be.
certain of obtamaig both job preara on and access to the baccalau ream
degree There appears to be little ,h , form provement in articulation
in career education Ainless the present seruil model is expanded to 'f.
indude lateral apd honzontat concepts-- , . = r

, f

- :;`prospects for proktive ,planning

Jr
Een thoughcommunit) colleges ma% well expect to lose increas-,

ininumbetsofiraditional-stuClents. the% need notand should not
react by Planning for retrenchment. Postsecondan eduation..

extetided itself to ser,%e theimulutude of adults 18 .ears of age
and older, %%Ito could benefit from further education tut are nOi ncip ,
participating'in 'it. Sortie hase stopped at high school graduation or
earlier, with equiVaTetit skills Otheis a're among the sast *numbersof

,,college dropouts, particular!) after the freshman ) ear. Suit othe'rs ha% e
completed collegiate programs beforeenteriniemplo)ment or raising
families and are-read) to undertake new educational prog.rams.

4 The shrinking' pool of college-age )criith need not result in de-
creased enrollments of,recenr high school, graduates: since a. sizabli

ri.
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number (the percentage % aries among states and localities) are not now
enrolled in any type of postsecondary education. College attendance
continues to be highly related to family incomt, which in turn is.related 0,
to the probability that a high school senior will take a cdllege entrance
examination and to the score on the examination. Young people from
low-income families, including racial and ethnic minorities, oftes get1O%
grades in high school and are poorly prepared for college. lack moti,yat
Lion for or interest in college work, and, if they sit.for admissions tests,
make relatiAely low scores. Fin4gs from a new access study in Cantor-,
nia show large differences among counties in college participation and
unkersilty eligibility. rates. CobrAres with large farm populations send -

significAnly Iowa' pe entagucif young people to college than urban
and suburban cbunti although all but the giOst, sparsely populated
counties are sered by t mutiny. colleges.

.The point to- be ma e is that there remains a arge poo,1 of
. potential students for corn unity colleges;,includmg. many in, &,e 18-

to-24 age group,.and at ecline;n enrollments:will conch nu only if ' .

institutions compete tor the -same "college'- ready" students. .
.

a a,

the federal, go%ernment is proYiding to increase access, .the urgencyof
a ffirmati%e aCtion progiums for racial and ethriic Minorities, women, the

It is of course possible 'tat public Confidglice in t ducatkm has" t.

de clined to the extent that funding for college's andAiniersities will.not
be forthcomiingt'o itnpitiment the outdomes of proacti% eplahning. Such
-7.4iithholciirig ot; strPpori, hole%er, would be somewhat paraddxicaJ-in°
light of the %astlly increased 'resources forltUdent aid prosrams %shich. ..

handicaPFed,'and the poor,'and, the present attempts of federal and .. ,
state agencies. todeelop public policy %.ith'respect to recurrent educia-,

. \a tion and lifelong learing. J

In Califeir ia, for example. new community college campuses and ... -. facilities till ar beinibuilt and the states fire -e-yeg plan (1977 -1982) .,., elk-
-., for its commu nil. colleges inchides an enrollment increas-e-of 600, --

students by 2005 (an Lnire,a.se.of 50 o%er 1975): Thisprojec nt
assumes a decrease ih mortality ,r4,tR, a fertility rate of 2.5 births per/

,

chile during childbearing years. and an annual nei migration i n to
...

Califovua of 100.000. Plans" co accommodate the.60000 additional.,
students reflectcogninf- e Of tlre far't that the Population composition
of the state as well as the studentmix wilt change. California Will expert;
once a significant decline in the number of young people of-traditional .. t
college age an4 -a-bulgo.:in fiose 25 tp .35. yeais"cif age: Percentage

t_ . increases ar'e alsp expected amp*. inid(Ajty Froups because of their
* some hathigherbirthrees than thOs*ok4ucasiins. Representation of

r

. . .. ,
older people in the total' popetlatidn is alsO increasing. because more-

-
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j . .1 ,.'
people are retiring earlier and Jiving longer:than in the past. Theset.
conditions have produced California's cyrrgnt community college stu,-

", dent population: 70 percent of.the-studi-nts are pat-edit-le, 54erce nt are
, .

enrollEd exclusively in late-afternoon and evening classes, a large major-j
ity arenot pursuing degree or diniferlohjectives, and the average age4
is in,the late 20s. Such conditions,willcontinue into the twenty - first . ,.. 4

century. 4_ 4 -: - i
laile1, . . . ii

Certain disclaimers are necessary ,Tor proactive planning. The
firk involves enrollment goals for community colleges and asserts that

ti postsdeondary,iiistitutions shotiltd not expect to enroll all adults of 18 ,..-.

years of age or oiler, This disOainteris pertinent to recent high school
gradtiates and to adulti whci. have been out of school for several years.
However, it.is assumed, for, purposes of planning, that most adults (far'
mbre than at present) call benefit. from some type of postsecondary

.
i' education at a numt:er of times during, their lives, for a variety of. .

0 personal and Gamer, reasono: ` 111 ,.

, . A. second' iSclainter conCerns-i,he'soldentls choke of institution
and the family's ability to pay..The academic reputation of, cornmu-4

4.
nity colleges has derived in large part frotti the pereordiance of a le
students whb could not afford to. enroll4kri higher-cost institutio as

'''4 (freshitien. With new, need-based financial aid available and, unused
I space in other types df institutions, such students: may now enooll as.

freshmen in other than comtairnity colleges; that is, in private vocational
osthools,liafficularly,wheh thigtA-ogam,of their choice is impacted in the
communin college,,orlin foqr-year colleges and universiti4 "especially

4, with residential Arogramst Wicile regrltting the los's, coMmunicdlleges
' 4 should not.try. to contial the' enrollment of fina' Kially need)students

Who are ready kr work :in a diffetemtype of postsecondary insiitution?
A unless/ they can clearly 'demonstrate the advantages to the students .a.(

\ enrolling in a'cop;i munitkcollege. The proceSS ,Ohetebysstutietits froth
4 low-Mtorne families col:11(161raonly in a communitYlcollege was clearly

inequitable, irrespective of gains to the hut utidn resultitig from -the

.

,,
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presence of such sttideotin. titer. Campurs'., 4#'
A third and final disclaimer is directqd to the contention that, the

.state and local community 'Shbuldlte. expected' to support community
colleges whic attempt so serve everyone nithout respect to prolifera':
tion, dupircation; ,r obsolescence of programs and se ices. oar'

-words, proaCive planninf for the 1,980s and 1;eyo,iormost-tak into. 1.
account the varied offerings of all types,of postieconetypstitutionst
and agencies,"with ihcreasedlffctrts to coorch,hate aijd articulate with
them so.as to promote student progress aKid clevelfiptilent at the lcskest
possible cost to both students and taxpayers.

d

l
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the new art of coping

Community-colleges have reached their present magnitude, in
size and comprehensiveness, largely because they have responded to

4
changing needs and cofiditons. No ;other educational institution has
responded as quickly ccefrectively to change. Community colleges
were responsive, first to the need for new higher edtreittion oppor-
tunities for increasing,iumbers of young people tenable to enroll in
bactalatreate institutions as freshmNen. Having met that chiallenge, the
community colleges were then respqnsive to the special needs of the
academically underprepared, the disadvantaged, racial ankethnic
'minorities, women reentering postsecondary education, the under:
employed and the unemployed, the elderly, the handicapped, and
others whose needs wefe to be met in new types of programs and,ser-
vices, by faculty and staff with newbackgroundsdand skills. ,

Responsiveness now appears KO be leading to retrenchment;
* that is, cutting bac in respohse to the projection of decli 'lig enroll-

ments and .financi support. Fewer students or slower givth in en-,
rollmests means is fundingwhich, in tuft', is expected to result in
fewer faculty a staff, r rograms, and no hew facilities. The
challenge in pro ctive planning is, of bourse, to find underserved
groups and new st ent constituencies, whose needs the community
colleges can meet-sun er 'the 'unertain conditions of public financing *1

which characteri2e the late 1970s. To do go will require that the com-
unkniti'colleges develop a new perspective on cooperative fclanniog
and articulation ,With,dther postsecondary institutions and manpower

.agencies that are also concerned twittpraining. for employment, basic
. education, remediation;ahcl'itcurreni education for' purses other

than employment. % .
1 Proactive plapnin suggests- that programmatic considerations, e

not expectations -about fun ing, should drive the planning process.
Now that they no longer have to, grow tin response to dernonstr4ed
need, Community colleges consider4he kind of 'student mix tliey.
would like to achi6,7e by 2000, together with' the prOgfam mix to 'be
offered'in order to obtain he desired student mix.'"\lthongh few

,

campuses or additional buildings will be constructed, community-kol-
leges still can,plan outreach programs ill off-campus facilities, where
the desired mix of programs and students can be housed. Planners
niay find it more difficult io speculate a aculty and staff .mixes

ai for the year 2000 because of limitations as ociated with tenure, collec-
aye bargaining, and new laws relating. o part:time faculty ana re-

,

,
is>
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tirement options. Thcre is still room, however, for speculation aboUt
the detired mix of part- full-time faculty, tenured and limited-
contra employees, and on- pus and outreach staff, as well as the
mix t at reflects the goal of of irmative action plans. Finally, proactive
planning, involves consideration of available options. (student fees,
contracts- and grants'; state and local funds) for obtaining needed.
fundVor the desired student, program, facilities, and faculty lox.

Although community colleges undoubtedly will not abandon
their degree and transfer programs, they 'will surely. need to plan
prograp.is and services for the large majoity of students who will be
attemffting to achieve highly specific objectives related to then' occu- .
pational and personal needeThe changing student mix in tiffreconi:
munity colleges may partly explain the= decreased resources provided
by the states for community 'college education. Although everyone
agree t 'hat lifelong or recurrent education is de,sirable;there'is con-
siciera e uncertainty about the funding of suqi programs. Should they
besupported largely by tax revenues and/or ppropriations or by stu-

bent charges? And which agency' or instituNon shtuld provide+The
programs: the unifiedschool districts, the community colleges, kor col-

,

lege and univerisitt'extension centers (each with a clidetbit\ftInding *.
, -,

. mechanism)? Comniunity college* planning for. the future is highlyJ . .'clependent on the outcome of the debate about the lor,us of such
funding for the older, part -time, nondegree Students who- aye no te a
significant part of the student mix in the comanwity colleges':

. r. .
. 7

le 45
1 ' ..

, enrollment projections versus goals

In the past, projections have often ,been eniallnient goals to be
met, with fiscal penalties for bOtkunder- and overettirollment. 'Projec-
tions are now viewed as 'predictions .of what will occur if nothing is
done toproduce a change in one direction or the other. Such projec-
tions are necessary in that they provide a baseline again-st which plans
for changing the student miz can be tested, but they are not sufficient
for planning in a proactive mode. In, planning from .an .-aCtion"
standpoint' rather than 'a 'reactive" posture, co!ltuunity colleges
should, try to attract new constituencies (for example, the blind and
the deaf),. increase attendance -rates among certain constituenciesifor
example, women over 25 'years of age), and increase retention rates
for selected student groups (for example, by providing support ser-
vices for the educationally disadvantaged).

tir 90$
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The suggestion that enrollment goals-be established is made
with the caution that the problem of goals,serving as quotas for the
enrollment of ethnic - and racial minorities has riot yet been, resolved.

'The setting of enrollment goals in the present context is intended to
relate at a Specified future time to thedesignaVon of a preferred stu-
dent mix, which will intludesubgroups such as part- versus full-time

ts, day versus evening students, and other tegipriesi,of stu-
Affiimative action programs may well produce goals that

e incorporated into the specification of the student mix but
should not constitute the only 'variables to be considered in planning.

Proactive planning is thus viewed aslthe manipulation of en-
trollment projections so as to produce the desired student mix over a,
particular period of years. Withoutdenying access .or,pppopunity
anunjust fashion to specific segments of community, t01:Illege
can project' the stu*dent mix in its plans and p rarities forParticular
programs and services. Basic to such planning k consmiction of
the desired student profile, in terms of both total enrollment and the
proportional representatiOnrof,v/rious groups: by sex, age, racial and
ethnic identification, and, socioeconomic siatusi,by enrollment status
and educational objective (degree, crtifieate,fansfer, other occupa-
tional, personal devel2verit, and other); by location (on-campus ver-
stis Off-campus.locatftt; $y-place of residence in the college service
area (zipcode.or census tract); and by other variables deeined irriptor-
tint lie college. Planning with respect to programs and services,
facilities, and faculty and staff thus follOws the spification of con-
crete enrollm

stude
dent
shou

articulation and Icooperation''
. .

6 ' '

1.1e second major theme in proactive' planning invoJnew
modes Of cooperation with other agencies off 'rig postsecopdary
edticational

f
tliz college seyvice a et, including ,new

concepts of aticutation, annex's trying to overcome their "junior"
. image-inhigher,'education, community colleges have often used the

91-mance of their trans,er,students as g major measure of the
° quality of .theirtnstru,ctional programs. Const.e effort been

spent in The piuit of articulation betweenco es and programs to. .

ts ttie bac-ensurehe's transition of transfer stu
catiatireate niptitutions Roles and functions have been`een.delineated quite
cica'rly_as a Vesu10. community Collegesioffering lower-division courses
air 'f1-eshrnen and sophomores vb\ith transfer objectives and bac-,

, calaureate institutions cOnceprating on the major And rtrinor, usually

. 4*
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in upper-division courses. Students in occupational majors ,were as-
sumed, with a few exceptions, to be starting and completing prepara-
tion in the community colleges for entry-level employment in both as-
sociate degree and certificate programs.

In' both'planning and articulation, community colleges have
tended to igtiore the noncollegiate institutions and agencies offering
postsecondary progiams, often to far larger numbers of students than
are enrolled in community colleges. These include adult schools spon-
sored by unified school districts, area and regional occupational cen-
ters, private vocational schools, and educational programs offered by
gOlernment, bustness and industry, and the military. Occupational
education offered at the secondary school level has also been largely.
ignored by community colleges, in terms of articulation, probably be-
cause pf belief that preparation for college should not include such
courses. Few would challenge the strong reputation achieved in occu-
national education by community colleges. However, progres in pis 4 ,

area appear to\have been planned for a liniited clientele: recent high
school graduate'; who enroll full time,to prepare for employment.

The progilms offered by these various institutions differ in
quirements and rewards but have the common objective of preparing
students efor beginning employment 'for example, as auto

.mechanics, vocational nurses, data lirocessors, and eltsmetologistst.
Multiple opportunities also exist i onvocational areas fortlifelong
learners yho might enroll in adul schools, community college
courses, and/or college and udiversity e tension. The range of courses
is very widefrom communication skits to arts and crafts and physi-
cal fitness: .

. Community colleges have rationalized their inattention to corn-
peting postsecondary programs on the grounds that rapidly increas-
ing drmandfor postsecondary education in past yipars required them

,to be mpre responsive than cooperative and that regardless of the
*.
dr-

cumstances, there should be a sufficient volume of students and fund-
,

ing for all agencies add institutions. There should be no unnecessary
duplication or unhealthy competition, they reasoned, as long as en-
rollments continued to incrvIse. Hpwever, -a new era of cooperation
among community colleges and other agencies offering postsecondary,
education is emerging as a result of several 'conditions. The first is
state mandation cot' strong.encOuragement) of regional planning 'and
cooperation, as a condition for program approval and funding.. The,
second jis the condition of limited resources, which reduces the com-
munity college incentive to develop new, high-cost occupatiOnal pro-
grams. In the statutory Regional Adult and Vocational Education

,
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Councils in California, for example, community colleges must work
with regional occupational centersand programs, adult schools, pri-
vate vocational schoqls, and the Comprehensive Educational Training
Programs ii order 16 gain approval to offer new State law
requires the councils to develop articulation agreements with the ob--
jectivt 'of making possible the smooth transition of students between
institutions and continuous progress in their chosen specialization,
while avoiding problems of duplication and inefficiency. State law
now also permits community colleges, within the limits of state and
local funding, to contract with private vocational schools to provide
otherwise unavailable programs foto their students; Private vocational
schools are also to. be included in the administrative structure for the
statewide Articulation Conference intalifornia, thus opening the
door to transfer betweev these institutions and community collegeS
for students who seek the associate degree-after completing an occu-

-... ,
pation,a1 program.

Furthermore, community colleges may soon open their degree
programs to students who have had roughly- comparable experiences
in_ noncredit adult schools and regional, eccupationaLeenterwhose
programs have long been regarded aeterminal." There is incrhsing,
recognition among community college planners that students-
particularly adultsdo not alikays follovi the ,'structured curricula
planned for them. The alternatNe to acceptance of. diversity dici the
part of community colleges appears, to be state intervention to insist
upon the transferability of work,,particulArly when students have ,

been given financial aid for postsecondary educatibrr. There Sppeai-s '' -

to be a growing need for community colleges to'engage in cooperative .
planning and sharing with other postsecondary institutions and to de-
velop new articulation arrangements to make it possible for students \
fo move between different types of institutions fn accordance, with
their own,needs and objectives.

.,

1
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Gormu, ni 01 colleges need both effective leadership and

effective management f they arito cope suc4isfully with

reduced resources: the absence of one can seriously liamPer

thedevelopmen1 of the other.

.

-1

conclusions about coping
with reduced resources

N,,, . * . . ,

'.1
1 . , q, - ' 1 ..,

Almost from-the beginning of the communityikcollege mcWernent, presi:, i°,
. . . dents, deans, and-,trustees emphasized-a growth-oriented approach to

S
k' management. A "bigger -is- betty ". philosophy prevailed, and institU - -- v
. -ticips grew in response to confeatitly, changing numbers of students and 4

staff. Few if any questions were raised about the.qiiality of managemeht
because resofficient to permit multiple strategies for de-
cision

.,urcei were sufficient
making; furthermore, mistakes- could be tolerated, since the

- pressures of growth permitted .little opportunity for loOking back to
,rdritermine what ,went wrong. 'M'anagement w4s conducted in trial-
and-error fashion,by a class o§adininistrators who wielded consi erable
power and had ample resources to do what they Wanted with pr grams,,
,students, and, staff. . . ,

,

. As the dual mpacts of stabilizing efirollmenteand dwindlin
, wources were felt the conditions for Managing a community colle\ changed dramatic yffressures for accountability forced many instit

tions to reevaluate eir approach to Management. Goqe were'the days
of unlimited bud ts. and rapid-fire inqovations. Intheir place was a.

,
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mandate for, fiscal conserva is a call for institutions tp use their
resources more effectively to generate outcomes that met or exceeded
the goals in their catalogs, brocluarei, and master' plans. MoSt adminis-
trators reacted favorably'to this mandate,`but some were reluctant
make changes even though they night seem necessary to stabili
financial condition of the institution. It was desirable to increase one's ,

awareness orreliscal needs and Priorities of die institution, but not wit
reorpnifelnanagemept,The rig.140:vere many, and they'were not `Worth`
the effOr(kra time when adipinisoators were hard,pressed to manage
the institution in the face of competing demands for decentralization
and accountability. Administrators came to believe that change was
difficult to effect because conditions taking place suddenly outside of the
institution were difficult to anticipate and control. At issue w'as the ability
of the collegecto function as a change agent in a period of reduction.
Could the community college change ate structure of its management t
bunt the forces of reduction, or was it capable only of reacting to such
forces once they were an established fact?

Answers to this question have been slow in coming, but a host of
related questions can be asked that provide insights into some of the,
actions- two-year colleges must take tocombat a reduction in resources.\ -

learly, administrators -and' others are concerned about the effects of
reduction. Steps can 13e taken to rebuild the resource base of a college

Once it with reduction, but what arethese ps and who isi4

respobsible for their implementation? Whatchanges in tee structure of
mahagetiteift are'necesSary to cope With decliiiiii" resources? In what'
ways can a college improveat managerial functioning toanticipate and
respond to, pressures for reduction? What leader-Alp skills will be neces-

.
sary td,maintain.or-enhance the vitality of tte college once it has lost a
pogtifpn IC its resburcesiThese questions are fundamental to the issue of
fedlictithillThey are also basic to good management. Aggressive leader-

..
iship is required, and two-year colleges are ill prepared to respond. This4, --'

.. essay attempts to Confront the issue of reduction by suggestinguggesting the kinds
of management actiOns't,hat will be necessary. to check the forces' of
reduction and sustain the financial resources of the college. It presents .

reforms in fou'r general areas, which go Beyond the rather obvioUs
reactions and s ?lutions to finance problems that Iravebeen,tried in past,

..1,years but offer little chance for success in the 1980s. -

management and leadership
- . ,

_.

4
The;rnanagement environment in recent years has been pne of

'shrinking autonomy as a result of the funding, patterns of state boards
1 '

OP
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and legislatures, the'educational needs and interests of local citizens, and
the reporting requirements of the federal government. All blunt and
diffuse the main purposes of the community college and shred its
self - dependence. A strong dependence on external cues and stimuli
leads to a lapse in the ability of the institution to build and develop its
resource base. Administrators react by taking few risks and avoiding any
activities for which there is no external support. Without cues from
funding agencies, they maintain the status quo. With contrary signals,
they either become paralyzedoverwhelmed by the enormity of the
sit au and thereby unable to actor they overreact and neglect the
basic principles for which the community college is organized,

To maintain gie financial healtli of the institution, administratOrs
need to be aware Of emerging trends in the economic and social struc-
ture of the community, the fiscal condition of the state, and long-term
financial prospects of various funding soutres. Fiscal stability is closely

'related to agood oritnizatioct for strategic managementthe leader-
ship process that must occur if institutions are to ensure their long-term
survival. StrategiC management focuses on theoestablishment of a set of
relationships between Ale college and the, coMmunity.1relationships
that enahle pie college to pursue its objectives with a' minimum of
resistarke, to obtain the resources necessary.to achieve these objectives
over a lIngipefiOd of time, and to provide the structure necessary to alter

`61' its direction when community interests or,institutional capabilities dic-,
tate. 'The benefits of this organiiation lie not only in4atisfying the
demands of interested outsiders-suchsas coordinating boards, legisla-

,

Rites, and community groups'; bui alsOin improv ifig the effectiveness
and efficiency of ibternaloperations.. The absence an acceptable..
organization for stialegie-management can' hamper a college that is
attempting to counteract a reduction in resources.

What can ad ministratorsAo to develop a successful organization
for strategic management? Although there are no easy answers, several
adaptations can be-made to bring thi organization about:"

10: Give.rnore attention to the I rig-ran4e resource needs of thei'
. institution by implementing decision- rhaking systems that "free" chief
executives for important leadership tasks and provide them with man-,
agerial support to complete these tasks.

2. linfoye the utilization of available resources by budgetin
prografns_on the basis of outcornes they actually produce rather tha
staff estimateS>of the resources theLneed'to produce the outcomes;
critical to this proc1dure is the reversal of the traditional process, of
allocating resources as an increase or decrease-overevious year's

akk
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budget in favor of a more rigorousprocess of allocating resources on the
basis of outcomes-.

3. Ensute the continuing vitality of thecollege's resource base by
developing a long-range planning system that specifies alternate modes
of development enrollments, programs, staff, and facilitiesgiven
variou's levels of resources.

4. Deepen the awareness of external groups,legislatures, of-
fices of executive government, and state boardsto the resource needs
of the institution by organizing a lobby to press for support and to raise
important questions about existing finance formulas.

These adaptations are .keyed to the idea that certainbasic changes
in the structure and functioning of management can improve the re-
source base of a community college,,Administrators will devote more
time to building and conserving resources when they can appreciate the
leadership skills necessary to counteract a Teduction in resources. Pro-
grams can operate at,higher levels of efficiency and effectiveness when
they are'budgeted on the basis of the outcomes they. produce and have
systematic and comprehensive information about alternate modes of
development given different resource levels. And external agencies can
better understand and appreciate the resource needs of a college when
they are on the receiving end of repeated communications concerning
the mission of the college and the inequitability of current finance
formulas.

outcomes and benefits

Increasingly, discussions of community college finance formulas
are beginning to focus on the question of benefits and who should bear,
the costs. Community cOileges 'are supposed to "do something to stu-
dents" with their programs and resources, yet rare are the instances of
effective research on the outcomes ofOm munity college attendance; of
communicating the iesults,of programs and services to constituencies; of
setting institutional goals with realistic outcome measures in mind; of
relating the costs of educational programs to the outcomes they pro-
duce; or of 'assessing the effectiveness ofprograms in producing benefits
that are needed by the community. It is unreasonable to expect increas-

ing support for institutions that cannot and will not report the results of
their programs to funding sources.

T, ?e question of "benefits" and the value of c43tmunity college
education to the community is a critical issue in the area of finance. In a
recent sway of the'outcomes and costs of community college education,

9 ,
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.Wenckow ski (0577) identified four types of benefits that community
colleges,are supposed to produce: economic, social, indisidual, and
monetary; "Indikidual" and "monetary" benefits accrue to the student
and are realized as growth in the areas of socioecondmic status, cultural
enrichment, political awareness, ability to allocate iime and money,
career development, and job mobility. "Social" benefits aft more dif-
ficult to define but generally are belieked to result from change in the
ability of students to interact with dikerse groups, to adjust to change,
and to dek elop meaningful relationships with different types of people.
"Economic" benefits accrue to both the indikidual and the community
and are realized throusTh such indicators as employment opportunities
for gTaduAtes, expenditure patterns of the college in the community,
and job opportunities for community residents.

This listing certainly encompasses a number of desirable benefits,
but it does not answer the question of hoW effectise community colleges
are in producing these benefits. Faculty and administrators interested in
building and conserving resources need to dekelop a systematic ap-
proach for assessing benefits ii'they expect to receive continuing support
for their efforts. This approach necessarily should involve some type of
research design for measuring community educational needs, the re-,
sources required to meet these needs, and the benefits produced by the
college in relationship to the costs and other forms of input. (A research
design has been developed for this purpose; see Alfred, Matson and
Fordyce, 1977.)

One strategy for measuring benefits is to design a classification
structure that delineates broad categories of benefits produced by two-..
year colleges when they have the financial capability to perform a com-
prehensive educational mission. Some of these categories and their data
elements are the following:

1. Student growth and 'development: (a) knowledge and skills
development, (b) social and cultural growth, (c) personal growth and
satisfaction, (d) career training, (e) community service, (f) educational
development.

2. Institutional service to community needs: (a) demographic
charaCteristics of the community, (b) adult citizen needs/satisfaction, (c)
high school student needs /satisfaction, (d) business-industrial needs/
satisfaction, (e) civic organization needs/satisfaction.

3. Institutional impact on the community: (a) educational im-
pact, (b) social impact, (c) service impact7 (d) economic impact, (e) labor
market impact.

4. Impact of institution on other educational institutions: (a)
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secondary schools, (b) pubic and priate four-}ear colleges. (c) pro-.
prietars schools, (d) other types of educational institutions.

These categories can be- refined eNen fprther t9 describe the
benefits of-communin college education in bighl specific areas. It is
possible, for example, to descriCe the iinisaet of college in facilitating
student growth and deNelopmelit through collecting data related to the
follcming measures:

Student Kncm ledge and Skills D'eelopment
Student deelopment concerning br'eadth of kmm ledge
Student deselopment concerning depth of knos ledge
Student soccess in passingxertificayion and licensure examinations
Student glades in.major field and general rcourse'S
Student scores on ifretest and post-test skill examinations
Faculty perceptions orstudent skills
Student perceptions.of skill and kncm ledge deelopmcnt

rr

Social and Cultur'al Growth
rarticipation in social and cultural esents
Knowledge and understanding of the arts
Deelopment of effective social relationships \
Openness to new ideas

4

Personal Growth and Satisfaction
Student satisfaction sith merall educational experience
Student satisfaction with vocational preparation
Strident satisfaction Vs ith know ledge and skills learned in general
*courses

Student satisfaction. with critical-thinking ability
Student satisfaction with hutnan relations skills

Career Training 1

Student success in oblaiping first job
Student success in obtaining preferred first job
Occupational career choice
Job satisfaction
Firse job earnings
Annual total income of formeBstudents-
Rlatedness of employment to major field of study
Change and stability of career goals
Job 'nobility
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Promotions /
Employer eva dition of job performance

Community' Service
Resi ef nce in community in which college is located
13? ticipation in community, social affair
Memberships in community organizations
Political actiyities in (:eommunity

Educational DeelOpment
Highest degree or certificate earned
Studehts enrolled in an organized educational actiity foi no credit
Prograni completers during a certain time period
Program completers who entered as transfer students
Degrees and certificates earned by an entering class of students
Time to program completion for a graduating class
Time to program completion for an entering class,
Length of tenure prior to transfer
Stopout
Npmber of withdrawal credits
Incidence of change of major field
Educational program-dropouts -

Students seeking adyanced degrees and certificates
Students working toward and receiing a second degree orcertificate
Student ability to transfer credits
Level of achievement of former students in another institution
Number of students transferring to other institutions

Enabling policymakers to weigh and sift the evidence about the
benefits of college education, outcome measures are a critical ingredielit
in building the resource base of an institution. An institutional data
vacuum incites external intervention and domination, either through an
imposed plan or,through ad hoc legislative decisions that restrict the
flow of resources to a college. A well-thought-out method for measuring
outcomes.a method based on realistic assessment of an institution's
impact on, students invites external support and cooperation rather
than controrCommunity colleges 'should at the very least know.morqo
about the benefits of their programsthan external agencies do. Out:
comes assessment provides one method for collection of this informa-
tion and ensures an adequate resource base for the institution to'pufsue

glemission with a minimum of resistance.
'"
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z°-
building a power base in the community a

I '
The robe of the community as a power broker for institutional

support is becoming more important as financial resources grow tighter.
Community-colleges exist to serve the needs of the community and its
diverse constituencies, and this ^role is most powerfully elicited under a
condition of full financial support. Faculty and administrators must be
aware of the educational needs of the community, and they must estab-\
lish a climate in which the community will become deeply invoked in
what the college is doing and will therefore actively support the college"
in its quest for resources. Specifically, faculty and administrators must
provide community groups with information that/they can use to make
their own judgments about the value of a community college education..
Administrators then can selectively utilize the influence of community
leaders in relationships with state and local agencies responsible for
funding decisions.

Many administrators see themselves as powerless to elicit the
:

support of the community on key finance issues. They argue that public
apathy toward higher education has never been greater and that never
before have community colleges experienced such a dilemma in the
institutional budgJt. This is an unfortunate outlook because at no time in
their recent history have two-year colleges been expected to contribute
more to the economic and social development of the community.

Two-year-college administrators may experience difficulty in
gaining the confidence and support of the community because of prob-
lems of their own making. Chielamdng them is a problem of perceived
intransigence in the management of the college, heightened awareness
of, this problem as a result of negative publicity, and frustration if the
college is unable to provide services that arTeviewed as essential to the
community. Administrat s can solve this problem by bringing the
community into the management of the college through a four-step
apprbach to reform:

1. Involve the community in a systematic program of Qeeds as-
sessment to determine the vitality of college programs and services and
their eligibility for further support.

2. Expand the function of program advisory committees to in-
clude responsibilities for the establishment, evaluation, and financing of-
programs in the career, sector of the college.

3. Establish functional' ajlvisory committees composes of corn-
munity experts,in every phase of college operations (media, manpower
raining, federal affairs, public relations, institutional plaything, and so

or



on) to guide collegepersonnel in their relationship with the community.
4. Appoint and utilize a citizens advisory council to help adminis-

trators identify key finance issues facing the college as well as appro-
priate management actions that can be taken to resolve these issues.

These actions go. far beyond the normal public relations activities
of a two-year college, they mean presenting institutional aims, organiz-
ing finance alternatives, and involving the community in institutional
decisions toyelate w hat the institution is all about to w hat the community
is noW and will be in the future. Orily very limited progress toward this
end is now beingpade in most colleges, but it may be the most important
task of administrators in the next decade.

93

identifying key issues

Although good internal management and community support
are necessary for preserving The financial resources of a community
college, they are not sufficient in therriselyes to adapt the institution to
changing resource conditions. Administrators must be able to identify
key issues facing the institution and locate the resources necessary to
help the college achieve its goals.

Few would dispute the contention that there is a big difference
between management and leadership in the area of finance. Problems
that might initially appear to be only temporary aberrations in the ti
growth of community colleges can rapidly swell into critical issues if
they, are not fully understood by decision makeis. Several suck prob-
lems, which received little or no attention in the 1960s and early 1970s,
now command significant,amounts of time and energy on the part of
administrators:

I. What.is thc6-position of the two-year college in the struggle for
public resources? Shout it be viewed as a public utility, or does it "en-
joy" a different status from other public agencies and thereby require
different financial arrangements?

In a period of declining resources, what happens to youth and
older adults who cannot attend college because of the cap on enroll-
ments? Is there a shbrtage of trained manpower in certain areas? Are
there noticeable changes in the rates of social disorganization? What
effects, if any, does an untrained labor pool have on the local tax bse?

3. What are the "real" costs to state and 1pcal agencies.of post-
secondary education programs conducted by twd -year colleges. Can
two-year colleges conduct these programs more efficiently and expertly
than °thy- types of inkitutipns, or are the cost benefits greater

10
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elsew het e? \\hat insights do administrators hav'e into educational costs
in other institutions, and hoic do community colleges compare?

4. What are the impacts of. community college programs and
services on the community, and what is their dollar value? What steps,
need to be taken to ensure. that reasonable and accurate indicators of
impact are consideied.in the financial delibet ations of state boards and
legislatures? .

To cope with these issues, administrator s must ha% e "conceptual"
skills. A president in dean must be more than a manager, or an idea man.
He must have a sense of perspective and the ti vie and inclination to think
about the pressures for change; and he must raise the fundamental
question~ that wit) affect the future of the institution and the community
in which It is located. There are risks in taking the initiative. The greater vs--

risk is to rely on outside forces for guidance in determining the financial
well-being of the college.

The essential point of perspective iii this paper is that community
colleges need effective leadership and effective management if they are
to cope successfully with redUced resources. The absence of one can ,

_seriously hamper the development of the other. A thorough under-
standing of the concepts of leadership and' management is not a luxury
but a necessity for survival. One cannot stress too heavily this need, for
growth in these areas is at the very heart of the reforms that two-year
collegessu ill need to undertake to stabilize their finances and maintain,
eheir pike at the cutting edge.of higher education.
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Further resources from the ERIC Clearinghouse for

Junior Colleges can help read; rs confront the budgiti

crunch creatively.

sources and information
. for coping with
reduced resources

andrew. hilt

.
This concluding article provides additional references pertinent to the
-financial crisis in community colleges. Unless otherwise noted, all
souses are in the ERIC system. .

The list of references includes ERIC dOcuments dealing with
state finance and planning, federal aid, college management and plan-
ning systems, and nontraditional education and community services
programs in a time 6f financial exigency. Lack of space prohibits lengthy
description of these docuilients. ., .,.: .

These ERIC documents, unless otherwise indicated, are available

, ... .on microfiche/(MF) or in paper'paper' coRy (HC) from the ERIC Document
...

Reptoduction Service (EDRS), Computer Microfilm International Cor-
poration, P. Q.',13ox 190, Arlington,tyirginia 22210. The MF price for
documents under 480 pagAis $0.83. Prices for HC are as follows: 1-25
pages, $1.67; 26-50, $2.06; 51 -75, $3.50; 76 -100, $4.67. For materials
having more than 100 pages, add $1.34 for each 25-page increment (or
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Abstracts of these and other documents in the Junior College
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Junior Colleges, Room 96, Powell Library, University of California, Los
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